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Abstract 
In the Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) Basic Rate Access Configuration, a 
maximum of eight user terminals can be connected to the S/T passive bus within customer 
premises [1]. User information is carried over two B-channel and one D-channel on a 
sharing basis [2]. However, these terminals cannot access one another unless the call 
control signalling packets are delivered to and handled by the Central Office. Obviously, the 
communications between terminals within customer premises is a basic property of Local 
Area Network. In ordei^  to allow internal communications between ISDN terminals without 
the necessity of switching processing at the Central Office, the ISDN signalling protocol is 
enhanced to incorporate this capability. 
In this thesis, such an enhancement of ISDN layered protocols is described. It is assured 
that the enhanced protocol will not violate the working principle of existing ISDN user-
network interface signalling. In other words, ISDN terminals with different types of 
signalling protocols (existing one or enhanced one) can be connected to the public ISDN. 
From the software simulation results and system performance analysis on the enhanced 
ISDN signalling protocol, it is observed that with the enhancement the Call Handling 
Capacity of a digital switching system is increased and the Call Request Delay for an ISDN 
call is reduced. Hence the author can deduce that the enhanced signalling protocol improves 
the performance of the ISDN. 
The thesis here details the enhancement of ISDN signalling protocol for the inclusion of 
internal communication property. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
In the conventional telecommunications world, dedicated communication networks are 
necessary for different types of services. For example, Public Switching Telephone 
Network is employed for telephony, Packet Switching Network for packet or data services 
and Telex Network for text communication. Along with these switching networks are 
dedicated circuits to support these services. Both users and service providers are suffering 
with this situation. 、 
After a lengthy study on telecommunication networks and services, CCITT has decided to 
develop a universal digital communication system which can overcome the barrier between 
different information types and technologies [3]. This universal system will be the first step 
towards the ultimate telecommunication means of the future. 
For technology integration, different types of information (e.g. voice, data, text, image, etc.) 
have to be transmitted over same transmission medium (i.e. subscriber line). For the 
integration of services, various services can be handled by adopting a standardized protocol 
for call control through a standardized interface between user terminal and Central Office. 
These requirements are now realized by the Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) 
[3]. 
ISDN 
is defined by a set of CCITT Recommendations and has been developed to be a 
worldwide public telecommunications network to support a wide variety of services 
including voice, data, text and image applications [4]. Two types of ISDN User-Network 
Interface, Basic Rate (2B+D) and Primary Rate (23B+D or 30B+D), have been developed 
for services access [3]. 
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In Basic Rate Access configuration, a maximum of eight user terminals can be connected to 
the passive bus at S/T interface [1]. Although these terminals can communicate with any 
other terminal in the same access interface, call processing at the Central Office is inevitable. 
Local Area Network (LAN) has long been used in a limited geographic area. It provides 
economic communications between users in sharing central processing facilities and network 
resources [5]. Simple medium access control mechanism is adopted for communication 
control. 、 
As ISDN basic rate interface processes similar passive bus structure as IEEE 802.3 bus 
network [6], it is expected that the ISDN basic rate access configuration should incorporate 
the basic LAN feature to make it more cost effective and more efficient in performance. 
After literature searching, the author does not find any similar works on related topics about 
ISDN signalling protocol enhancement to incorporate the internal communication between 
user terminals without accessing the Central Office. Therefore, the research project here 
will investigate and analyse the network architecture and performance of both ISDN and 
ISDN with Local Area Network communication property. Signalling protocols of ISDN 
User-Network Interface will be enhanced to include the basic property of Local Area 
Network. 
In addition, analysis on "Call Handling Capacity" of a digital switching system and "Call 
Request Delay" of an ISDN call are examined in order to evaluate the performance of the 
enhanced ISDN signalling protocol. 
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The outline of this thesis can be expressed as follows: 
Chapter 1: An introduction on this thesis 
Chapter 2: A brief description on ISDN architecture 
Chapter 3: Illustration on the enhancement of ISDN signalling protocol 
Chapter 4: Requirements of terminal equipment for the support of enhanced protocol 
Chapter 5: Illustration on software simulation for the enhanced signalling protocol 
Chapter 6: Analysis of system performance with enhanced signalling protocol 
Chapter 7: Conclusion on the enhanced signalling protocol 
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Chapter 2. ISDN Architecture 
The ISDN signalling protocol and network architecture have been studied in details. The 
following sections briefly outline the ISDN layered protocols and network configuration. 
2.1 ISDN Definition 
The ISDN is defined by CCITT as a network which provides end-to-end digital 
connectivity to support a wide range of services. Both voice and non-voice 
applications can be accessed by a limited set of standard multi-purpose user-network 
interfaces [7]. 
ISDN can be regarded as a transition from the analog communications world to the 
digital communications era sharing the same physical facilities. The concept of 
common channel signalling is employed in ISDN user-network interface [8], A 
separate channel is defined to carry the out-of-band call control signalling. The 
principle features of ISDN are listed as follows: 
a) The support of voice and non-voice applications. 
b) The provision of a wholly digital connection between users. 
c) The provision of a wide variety of services using a multi-purpose interface. 
d) The provision of both circuit-switched and packet-switched connection. 
e) The provision of service features，maintenance and network management functions. 
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The ISDN User-Network Interface configuration is depicted in the Figure 1. 
S T U Digital 
TE1 r " NT2 1 NT1 ^ ^ 
_ — _ L____ Exchange 
——^—— ^ 
TE2 ~ I ~ TA 
Figure 1: ISDN Configuration [9] 
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2.2 Channel Structure 
There are two types of ISDN User-network interface [9]. Basic Rate Interface consists 
of two 64 kbps Bearer plus one 16 kbps Data (2B+D) channels and is mainly for 
residential subscribers or small scale business sectors. Primary Rate Interface is 
composed of twenty-three 64 kbps Bearer plus one 64 kbps Data (23B+D for Tl) 
channels and is mainly for PABX and host computer. B-channel is used for customer 
information (voice, data, video, image) and D- channel is mainly for control signalling. 
The total bit capapity including overhead for Basic Rate Access and Primary Rate 
Access are 192 kbps and 1544 kbps (Tl) respectively [2]. 
2.3 Wiring Configuration of ISDN User-Network Interface 
Both point-to-point and point-to-multipoint wiring configurations can be applied for 
basic rate access. However only point-to-point configuration is applicable for primary 
rate access [10]. 
In point-to-multipoint configuration, a maximum of eight terminals can be connected to 
a passive bus. The connection between Network Termination (NT) and Terminal 
Equipment (TE) is by means of 8-wire interface connector which conforms to the ISO 
8877 standard [11]. Two pairs are used for balanced transmission of data in both 
directions and four additional wires are used for powering requirements. 
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2.4 ISDN Signalling Protocol at S/T Interface 
ISDN user-network interface signalling has a layered protocol architecture. It complies 
to the Open System Interconnection Reference Model (OSI/RM) jointly defined by ISO 
and CCITT. The key recommendations which define the ISDN user-network interface 
at the S/T reference points [12] are stipulated in CCITT Recommendations L4xx/Q.9xx 
series. 
Layer 1 (CCITT Recommendations 1.430 & 1.431) of the ISDN user-network interface 
defines the channel structure of the interface. Various functions such as bit formats, 
timing, voltage levels, link activation and link deactivation across the physical and 
electrical interface are also handled by this layer [13]. 
Layer 2 (CCITT Recommendations Q.920 & Q.921)，the link access procedures on 
D-channel (LAPD) has been designed to satisfy the signalling requirements of the 
ISDN User- Network Interface. Data link layer ensures reliable data transmission 
between layer 3 entities across the user- network interface. The services provided by 
LAPD are data link connection, sequence control, transparency, flow control, error 
detection, error recovery and data link management [14]. 
Layer 3 (CCITT Recommendations Q.930 & Q.931) provides the means to establish, 
maintain and terminate network connections across an ISDN exchange between two 
communication application entities [14]. 
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Chapter 3. ISDN Signalling Protocol Enhancement 
Owing to the fact that the existing ISDN layer 1 protocol defined by CCITT is solely 
implemented in VLSI chips, it is difficult to obtain the source codes from manufacturers for 
the modification of signalling procedures programmed in firmware. 
Instead of hardware development which involves the redesign of ISDN VLSI chips, 
software simulation is employed in this research project for the verification of ISDN 
signalling protocol enhancement. 
3.1 ISDN Basic Rate Access Configuration 
In normal ISDN Basic Rate Access (BRA) Configuration, Network Termination Type 
2 (NT2) does not exist. Network Termination Type 1 (NTl) is directly connected to 
Central Office at Exchange side and customer premises equipment at user side. The 
ISDN BRA configuration is illustrated in Figure 2. 
^ S/T U _ passive bus , fTTT^ ^ . [ ] 1—. NTl Central 
. .. Office 
subscriber 
loop 
d t l … t l 
TE TE TE 
(max. 8) 
Figure 2: ISDN Basic Rate Access Configuration 
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Since NTl only performs Layer 1 functions such as electrical, mechanical and 
synchronization [9]，the call control signalling packets for the establishment of 
communication between terminals (TEs) connected to the same passive bus must be 
handled by the central office. Obviously, the NTl together with the S/T passive bus 
cannot support the basic local area network property to allow internal communication 
without accessing the switching functions at Central Office. 
The following sections illustrate the enhancement of ISDN user-network interface 
signalling protocol for the incorporation of basic local area network capability. 
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3.2 Protocol Enhancement 
The following elements are considered for modification so as to include the basic local 
area network property in ISDN signalling protocol. 
3.2.1 Layer 1 
D-channel bit (NTl to/from TE) 
B-channel bit (NTl to/from TE) 
Echo D-cha叩el, E-bit (NTl to TE) 
Q-channel (TE to NTl) 
S-channel (NTl to TE) 
3.2.2 Layer 2 
Addressing information 
-Service Access Point Identifier, SAPI 
-Terminal Endpoint Identifier, TEI 
3.2.3 Layer 3 




3.3 ISDN Layer 1 Signalling Protocol Enhancement 
The frame structure of ISDN layer 1 is shown in Figure 3. 
3.3.1 D-channel 
D-channel is a 16 kbps channel and is used to carry call control signalling 
information and small amount of packet-switched data [15]. 
3.3.2 B-channel � 
B-channel is a 64 kbps channel and is used to carry user information [15]. 
3.3.3 E-channel (B-echo channel) 
E-channel carries the binary value in D-channel received from terminal 
equipment and is transmitted in NT-to-TE direction only [15]. Since the content 
of E-channel is same as that in the D-channel delivered from terminal equipment, 
it will be used for carrying the internal communication signal in this research 
project. 
The modified terminal (say, special terminal) will treat the E-channel same as the 
D-channel for call handling. 
3.3.4 Q-channel & S-channel 
Q-channel in TE-to-NT direction is used to activate the B-channel loopback at 
NTl for the establishment of internal communication path. The S-channel is 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































According to ANSI Tl.605-1989 specification [16], the Q- and S-channel 
message codes are defined as follows: 
Loopback Message Q-channel S-channel 
(TE-to-NT) (NT-to-TE) 
B1-channel loopback request 0111 -
B1-channel loopback indication - 1101 
B2-channel loopback request 1011 -
B2-channel loopback indication - 1011 、 
For internal communication without accessing the switching function at Central 
Office, the special terminal should activate the B-channel loopback at NTl until 
the call is released. 
3.4 ISDN Layer 2 Signalling Protocol Modification 
The addressing mechanism in Layer 2 is by means of Services Access Point Identifier 
(SAPI) and Terminal Endpoint Identifier (TEI) [17]. By appropriate selection of SAPI 
value and TEI value, the right terminal can be addressed. 
In CCITT Recommendation Q.921 (1988 Blue Book), the SAPI values oro•，�1.，�16. 
and '63' are defined while the others are reserved. In addition, TEI value of 127 is 
defined for broadcast data link operation [17]. 
In order to enhance ISDN signalling protocol for the support of internal communication 
between terminals connected to the same passive bus, the originating TE will set SAPI 
=30 and TEI = 127 while the terminating TE will respond the call with SAPI = 31 and 
TEI = 127. 
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The address field in the transmitting frame can be listed as follows. 
Originating TE : SAPI + TEI = 30 +127 
Terminating TE : SAPI + TEI = 31 + 127 
The selection of TEI value of 127 (broadcast datalink) can enable each terminal to 
receive the call control packet returned from NTl. As the SAPI values (30 and 31) 
have not yet been defined by CCITT，those terminals conforming to CCITT 
Recommendations will not respond on receipt of these messages. Only these special 
terminals will accept these messages for call handling. In other words, special terminals 
only analyse the received SAPI value for the determination of call type. 
The actions to be taken by originating/terminating special terminal are tabulated as 
follows: 
transmitting frame received frame with received frame with 
with address field SAPI=30 SAPI=31 
—— j 卜 j j 
originating SAPI (30)+TEI continue to check whether the 
terminal (127) transmit next frame call is terminated to 
i t ^ 
terminating SAPI (31)+TEI check whether the continue to 
terminal (127) call is terminated to transmit next frame 
itself 
Although the call control information carried in the frames from originated TE is still 
transmitted to Central Office，the frames will be discarded without notification to the 
sender since the SAPI value is not supported by the receiver [17]. Therefore, this 
implementation will not involve the switching function of the network side. 
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3.5 ISDN Layer 3 Signalling Protocol Modification 
Signalling messages for a call at the ISDN user- network interface can be identified by a 
Call Reference (CR). The call reference consists of a call reference value and a call 
reference flag. The call reference value is assigned by the call originator and is unique 
to the user-network interface. The originating side always sets the flag to "0" while the 
destination side always sets the flag to "1" [18]. 
In this special systep configuration, the layer 3 messages (as well as the call reference 
value) sent from the originator will be carried transparently back to the destination 
terminal through the echoed D-channel (i.e. E-channel). As the destination terminal 
will receive the echoed Layer 3 messages with CR flag = 0 (comply with CCITT Rec. 
Q.931), the handling procedure for these layer 3 messages are same as that defined in 
CCITT Recommendation Q.931. Figure 4 and Figure 5 illustrate the Call Reference 
assignment for normal ISDN configuration and enhanced ISDN configuration 
respectively. 
However, the following requirements are necessary for this special system arrangement. 
a) Special TEs should return CALL PROCEEDING message on receipt of SETUP 
message before sending the ALERTING or CONNECT message. 
b) Special TEs should return CONNECT ACKNOWLEDGE message on receipt of 
CONNECT message. 
c) SETUP message originated from the special TE should specify the B-channel 
number in the Channel Identification information element for internal 
communication. 
These modifications can enable the signalling sequence to be identical with the normal 
call control procedures handled by Central Office. 
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CR=OXXXXXXX 
T E A 
YYYYYYY 
originating ^ rT?=nwYYvw� 
N T 1 ( rR=l YYYYYYY_ Jgy 
、 ^ _ 1 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 ^ 
( rR=nvvvww 
ru=l7777777 
T E B nR=ovvvvvw 
terminating 
Note:- 1. It is allowed for xxxxxxx = Y Y Y Y Y Y Y = zzzzzzz = v w v w v 
2. All CR values are carried transparently to NTl by D-channel from TE to ET (Exchange 
Termination) and vice versa 
Figure 4 : Call Reference Assignment for Normal ISDN Configuration 
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CR=OXXXXXXX 
T E A 
^ CR=1 YYYYYYY 
originating ^ 
、 ~ - NT 1 
CR=1ZZZZZZZ 
T E B . CR=OVVVVWV 
terminating 
Note:- 1. It is allowed for xxxxxxx = YYYYYYY 
2. CR values are carried in D-channel and E-channel from TE to NTl and from NTl to TE 
respectively 
Figure 5 : Call Reference Assignment for Enhanced ISDN Configuration 
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Chapter 4. Basic Call Control Procedure for Special Terminal Equipment 
4.1 Signalling Procedure for Call Establishment and Termination 
In order to activate the call establishment with enhanced signalling protocol, some 
special arrangements on the operation of terminal is necessary. The following lists the 
suggested call handling procedure for internal communication without accessing the 
Central Office: 
i) A special key i^ounted on the special terminal is pressed to originate an internal 
call. 
ii) The calling terminal sends a message code '0111' in Q-channel continuously to 
activate B1-channel loopback at NTl. If the B1-channel loopback indication 
cannot be received within a specified period (e.g. 1 second), the call will be treated 
as unsuccessfiil. An error signal (e.g. LED alarm) will be indicated to the user. 
iii) On receipt of the B1-channel loopback indication, the originating terminal will 
transmit the access connection establishment messages in I-field of LAPD frames 
with pre-determined address field (SAPI=30 & TEI=127). 
iv) These signalling packets are carried in the layer 1 D-channel bit from TE to NTl. 
On receipt of a D-channel bit, NTl will reflect the same binary value in the E-
channel (D-echo channel) bit towards TE. 
V) All TEs connected to the same passive S/T interface bus will monitor the received 
E-channel bits and compare the received bit with the last transmitted D-channel 
bit. If they are of the same binary value, the TE sending information on D-channel 
will continue to transmit the next bit. Otherwise, the TE shall cease transmission 
immediately and check if the call is to be terminated to itself [15]. 
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vi) By checking the SAPI value and appropriate terminal selection criteria defined in 
CCITT Recommendation 1.333 [19]. TE will respond to the call with messages 
carried in I-field ofLAPD frames with pre-determined address field (SAPI = 31 & 
TEI = 127) once it recognizes that the call is to be terminated to itself. 
Otherwise, the terminal will maintain in D-channel monitoring state. 
vii) Before transmitting the L3 message to the originator, the called terminal should 
send the message code '1011' in Q-channel continuously to activate B2-channel 
loopback at NTl. If the B2-channel loopback indication cannot be received 
within a specified period (e.g. 1 second), the call will be treated as unsuccessful. 
An error signal (e.g. LED alarm) will be indicated to the user. 
viii) same as item (iv) 
ix) same as (v) 
X) The calling terminal transmits the user information in B1-channel and receives the 
called user information in B2-channel. 
xi) The called terminal transmits the user information in B2-channel and receives the 
calling user information in B1-channel. 
xii) As the originating terminal initiates call clearing, it sends access connection 
clearing messages with pre-determined LAPD address field (SAPI = 30 & TEI = 
127). 
xiii) same as (iv) 
xiv) same as (v) 
XV) same as (vi) 
xvi) same as (iv) 
xvii) The called terminal will respond with a clearing message. 
xviii) same as (v) 
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xix) On receipt of the response from called terminal, the originating terminal will 
release the B1-channel by stop sending the special pattern coded in Q-channel to 
deactivate B1-channel loopback 
XX) The originating terminal will send a message with pre-determined LAPD address 
field (SAPI = 30 & TEI = 127) to confirm call clearing. 
xxi) same as (iv) 
xxii) same as (v) 
xxiii) On receipt of the clearing message, the called terminal will release the B2-channel 
by stop sending the special pattern coded in Q-channel. 
xxiv) No further response is expected. 
Note: Similar procedures listed in steps (xii) to (xxiv) are also applicable for call 
clearing initiated by called terminal. 
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This special call handling procedure can be illustrated in the following charts. The number 
inside the parenthesis indicates the corresponding procedure step. 
Calling side (1/3) 
( start ) 
^ special terrninm^^^'N^..^ No 
�"^^^^^^originates a call with ^ ^ 
I ^ s 
send message order normal ISDN procedure 
(") continuously to activate 
B1-channel loopback at NTl 
( end ) 
1 -channel ^ 
( …） l o o p b a c k indication ^ 
Yes 
transmit ca 1 establishment call termination with error 
(iii) message with SAPI=30 signal (e.g. LED alarm) 
& TEI=127 over D-channel 
• ( end ) 
from E-channel samea^'v. _ N o ^ 
(IV) last transmitted b i t ^ ^ 
pYes 
No cease transmission a n d ~ 
丄 s i g n a l � enter D-channel 
monitoring state 
Yes 
( e n d ) 
© 
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Calling side (7/3) 
® 
^ 
transmit user information in 
(X) B1 -channel and receive called 
user information in B2-chaimel 
No call to be ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ released ？ ^ ^ ^ 
Yes 
transmit call release 
(xii) message with SAPI=30 
& TEI=127 over D-chaimel 
• 
... ^ f r o m E - c h c u m e l samea^""^^ ^ 
(xni) last transmitted b i t ^ ^ 
No ~ c e a s e transmission a n d ” 
u call control s i g n a l � enter D-channel 
monitoring state 
Yes 
( e n d ) 
© 
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Calling side (7/3) 
© 
(xix) release B1-channel loopback 
— 
(XX) send REL COMP message 
• 
^^""^TQCQived N � 
from E-channel sainea '^>>w ^ 
(XXI) last transmitted b i t ^ ^ 
|Yes 
No ^ ^ ^ ^ 0 吃 0 [ ^ ^ ^ c e a s e transmission and 
L- ^ ^ ^ call control signal enter D-chaimel 
monitoring state 
Yes 
( e n d ) 
(xxiv) ( e n d ) 
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Calling side (7/3) 
� s t a r t ) 
^--' 'Acknowledges the call b y ^ v ^ ^ 
(奶） checking called a d d r e s s ^ - ^ 
field ？ ^ ^ ^ 
Yes 
send message order D-channel monitoring 
(vii) continuously to activate ® 
B2-channel loopback at NTl 
( 丄 d ) 
B2-chaimel ^ 
(vii) loopback indication ^ 
Yes 
transmit ca 1 establishment call termination with error 
(卯） message with SAPI=31 (•") signal (e.g. LED alarm) 
& TEI=127 over D-channel 
• ( end ) 
^ .x- '^received bit 
from E-channel 
(viu) C^^^^^the last transmitted b i t ^ ^ ^ 
|Yes 
No en^of . cease transmission and 
u call control signal ^ ^ enter D-chaimel 
monitoring state 
Yes 
( e n d ) 
© 
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Called side (217) 
^ 
transmit user information in 
(xi) B2-channel and receive calling 
user information in B1-channel 
No call to be ^ 
^ released ？ 
Yes 
transmit call release 
(功 message with SAPI=31 
& TEI=127 over D-channel 
y 
^.x'-'^eceivecl N � 
from E-channel sameaS^^v^ ^ 
(XVI) last transmitted b i t ^ ^ 
jpYes 
No e吃of . cease transmission and 
L- ^ ^ ^ ^ C T call control signal enter D-channel (— 
^ " ^ . ^ ^ ^ d i n g ? ^ ^ ^ ^ . ^ monitoring state 
Yes 
( end ) 
(xxiii) release B2-chaimel loopback 
(xxiv) ( e n d ) 
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The overall message flow sequence is shown in Figure 6. 
TE A NT 1 TE B 
<off-hook> 
TE A activates Bl-ch loopback request 
Bl-ch loopback H T Z i B1 ch 
^oopback indication__A— l��Pback 
gETUP � — P � T E B recognizes 
B2-ch loopback request the SAPI value 
^ and activates 
B2-ch ~ W ^ B2-ch loopback 
loopback 入 
roopback indication � ^ 
CALL PROCEEDING CALL PROCEEDING 
K — k 
( ALERTING ^ ALERTING 
, CONNECT . CONNECT ^ ^ ^ , , ^ 
/ __! / <off-hook> 
CONNECT ACK 〉 CONNECT ACK ^ 
COMMUNICATION 
. , 、 DISCONNECT 、 DISCONNECT . 
<on-hook> \ ^ 
RELEASE , RELEASE 
TE A stops K k 
sending Bl-ch NT releases 
loopback Bl-ch loop 
reauest 
” RELEASE COMPLETE 〉 R E L E A S E COMPLETE 〉 
NT releases 顶 ^ 
D’ “ I sending B2-ch B2-ch loop , . , ^ loopback 
request 
Note: (i) All messages are also delivered to Central Office (CO) which is not shown 
in the Figure. However the Central Office will discard the frames without 
notification to the sender due to unrecognized SAPI value carried in 
LAPD frame [17]. 
(ii) TE A/ TE B will send the message order continuously to NTl to activate 
the B-channel loopback until call release. Similarly, NTl will return the 
B-channel loopback indication to TEs on receipt of the message order. 
Figure 6: Layer 3 basic call control procedure for special terminal 
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4.2 Requirements on the Developed System 
For those special terminals supporting internal communication without accessing the 
Central Office, the following requirements should be need: 
a) Special TE should be equipped with a special key to notify the terminal itself for 
internal call originating. 
b) Special TE should handle the E-charmel in the same way as D-channel. 
c) Special TE can activate/release B-channel loopback at NTl 
d) NTl can support B-channel loopback 
e) If both D-channel (incoming call control signalling) and E-channel (internal call 
control signalling) carry the access connection establishment messages, the 
addressed special terminal, which is in idle state, should give priority to the 
incoming call. 
f) Special TE only analyses the SAPI value in layer 2 frame and Called Party Number 
in layer 3 SETUP message to check whether the call is terminated to itself for 
internal communication. 
g) As the internal call control signal is carried over the echoed D-channel (E-channel), 
the normal incoming call control signal sent from the Central Office can still be 
carried over the D-channel and delivered to the special TE. The user can decide 
whether the incoming call (i.e. external call) is to be picked up by employing the 
Call Waiting feature [20]. 
h) Multiple Subscriber Number (MSN) [21] should be applied to the whole ISDN 
basic rate interface. In other words, each terminal has its own directory number. 
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i) All terminals connected to the same ISDN basic rate interface should comply with 
ANSI Tl.605-1989 Layer 1 specification on B-channel loopback characteristics 
[16]. Every terminal should monitor the message code in S-channel. If the S-
channel indicates that B-channel loopbacks have been activated, the terminal is 
recommended not to originate any call, 
j) Special TEs are requested to recognize the particular SAPI values for internal 
communication in this enhanced system. In case these particular values are defined 
by CCITT for other purposes in future, it is recommended to change these values to 
others (only SAPI values of 0，1，16 & 63 are defined in CCITT Recommendation 
Q.921 Blue Book [17]). 
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5. Software Simulation 
Regarding the signalling protocol enhancement on ISDN user-network interface for the 
incorporation of internal communication capability without accessing the Central Office, the 
author has studied a number of ISDN materials including journals, CCITT 
Recommendations, ANSI Specification, Bellcore Technical Document and related 
specifications of Integrated Circuit (IC) chips, etc. 
Initially, it was attempted to develop hardware by means of ISDN development kit or ISDN 
CPE modification for the protocol enhancement. However, it was found unrealistic as the 
ISDN layer 1 protocol had been fixed in VLSI chips and the manufacturers were unwilling 
to release the source code for further enhancement. 
Having studied the standard ISDN S/T interface to see whether the local area networking 
idea is conflicting with the CCITT standards, and what kind of modification to the 
Termination Equipment/Network Termination is needed to make it work, it was then 
decided to use software package to simulate the ISDN model with internal communication 
capability. 
Since the available software simulation packages, such as COMNET II. 5 and Simscript II. 5, 
are mainly for the prediction of network performance for particular network configurations, 
the packages are thus not suitable for simulating analytical ISDN network model. Borland 
C++ programming language was then used for the simulation of protocol enhancement in 
this research project. 
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The implementation of this simulation program is mainly based on CCITT 
Recommendations Q.921 & Q.931. The special ISDN terminals require a proprietary 
protocol to achieve the normal call connection without accessing the processing of Central 
Office and this signalling enhancement, as described in sections 3 & 4，is simulated in this 
program. 
Although only enbloc sending and enbloc receiving are implemented in this simulation 
program, the result can be extended to those terminals with overlap sending and overlap 
receiving capability without any additional requirement. 
The simulation program includes the following five main modules: 
MSG.H:- ISDN layer 3 messages and information elements definition 
DATA.H:- constants and data structure definition 
ISDN.C:- main program 
STATE.C:- ISDN layer 2 and layer 3 state transition 
DISPLAY.C:- simulation result output 
Most of the enhancement works on the existing signalling protocol is done by the Module 
STATE.C. The following summarizes the main functions of each program. 
a) Main Program 
-determine the call pattern whether it is initiated with normal ISDN signalling procedure 
or enhanced ISDN signalling procedure 
-initialize ISDN layer 2 and layer 3 event queues 
-schedule the ISDN layer 2 and layer 3 call state transition 
-establish or release the ISDN call 
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b) ISDN Layer 2 State Transition 
-generate ISDN layer 2 frame according to current state 
-convert ISDN layer 2 frame to layer 3 message and vice versa 
-transmit ISDN layer 2 frame to peer side 
-determine ISDN layer 2 state transition 
c) ISDN Layer 3 Processing 、 
-allocate the Call Reference (CR) value 
-search ISDN layer 3 call control queue 
-generate ISDN layer 3 message with appropriate information elements 
d � I S D N Layer 3 State Transition 
-hunt or disconnect B-channel 
-release Call Reference (CR) 
-determine ISDN layer 3 state transition 
The program flowcharts and detail coding are depicted in Appendix I and Appendix II 
respectively. 
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The following diagram is extracted from the simulation result to illustrate the enhanced 
signalling flow sequences. 
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Figure 7: Simulation Result of Enhanced Signalling Flow 
From the simulation result shown in Figure 7, the enhanced signalling protocol is proved to 
be functional in the ISDN environment. However, it should be noted that the symmetrical 
layer 3 message flow is a mandatory requirement on this enhanced protocol in order to 
enable the signalling sequences (from the terminal point of view) identical to the call control 
handling of a normal ISDN Switch. 
The efficiency of this enhanced signalling protocol is described in Chapter 6. 
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6. System Performance Analysis 
In order to evaluate the efficiency of the modified signalling protocol, it is necessary to have 
a performance analysis on the digital switching system after introducing this enhanced 
protocol. The following sections illustrate the appropriate analysis of the modified protocol. 
6.1 Simple Measurement on the Execution Time of ISDN Call 
With reference to the Figure 6，there are extra message orders to maintain the B-channel 、 
loopbacks at NTl for internal communication between special terminals. Table 1 
illustrates the critical time analysis for the estimation of this special system performance 
as compared with that of normal ISDN operations. 
Referring to the estimated result from Table 1, the execution time of ISDN call can be 
expressed as follows: 
execution time for ISDN call with enhanced protocol, Ts = 4T1 + 4T2 + 16T4 
execution time for ISDN call without enhanced protocol, Tn = 4T3 + 16T4 + 16T5 
i.e., the reduced execution time for enhanced ISDN environment, Td 
Td = T n - Ts 
= 4T3 -4T1 + 16T5 -4T2 
In order to illustrate the significance of reduced execution time, the following 
assumptions are introduced: 
a) the distance between Terminal Equipment (TE) and Network Termination (NTl) 
within customer premises is 'LT which is 100m approximation 
b) the distance between Central Office (CO) and Network Termination (NTl) is 
•L2, which is 2km in average 
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Parameter System with special TEs System with normal TEs 
Tl: time required to send 4 additional message orders 
layer 1 message order for = 4xTl 
B-channel loopback “见L -
activation at NTl 
T2: time required to Bl/B2-channel loopback 
establish/ release the B- establish/ release = 4xT2 
channel loopback at NTl (assume same time for “ NIL -
� Bl/B2-channel set-up and 
release) 
T3: time required to Bl/B2-channel connection 
establish/ release the B- establish/ release = 4xT3 
channel connection at 
Central Office (CO) (assume same time for 
-NIL - Bl/B2-channel establish 
and release) 
T4: average time required TE A to/from NTl: eight same as that of special TEs. 
to send layer 3 message layer 3 messages = 8xT4; i.e. 16xT4 
between TE and NTl 
TEB to/from NTl: eight 
layer 3 messages = 8xT4 
Total = 16xT4 
T5: average time required sixteen layer 3 messages 
to send message between transmit to/from CO. The 
CO and NTl - NIL - required time is 16xT5 
Total time required Ts = 4T1+4T2+16T4 Tn = 4T3+16T4+16T5 
Remark: The estimation is based on the normal successful call establishment and 
release as shown in Figure 6. 
Table 1: Execution Time Analysis on ISDN Call 
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c) According to CCITT Recommendation 1.430 [15], the round trip delay is lO^s 
for the length of 100m (LI). Similarly, it can be deduced that the round trip 
delay is 200|LIS approximately for the length of 2km (L2). Hence the parameters 
of T1 and T5 can be expressed as: 
T1 = 10|is/2 = 5 X lO-^ms 
T5 = 200|as / 2 = 0.1ms 
d) the time required to establish or release the B-channel loopback at NTl is 40ms 
approximation�(Actually, it depends on the VLSI technology), i.e. T2 = 40ms 
e) the time required to establish or release the B-channel loopback at Central Office 
is 120ms approximation (Actually, the Central Office has to check the availability 
of B-channel and the related network resources before the connection of speech 
path, it is expected that more time is required for B-channel establishment when 
the load to a digital switch is increased), i.e. T3 = 120ms 
Hence the reduced execution time for enhanced ISDN environment, Td 
Td = Tn - Ts 
= 4T3 + 16T5 -4T1 -4T2 
二 4 ( 1 2 0 - 5 0 ) + 1 6 ( 0 . 1 ) - 4 ( 5 X 1 0 - 3 ) 
=281ms (approximately) 
The result implies a better performance in special system arrangement for internal 
communication. Although these parameters may not precisely describe the system 
behaviour of ISDN, it is believed that the estimated result can reflect the actual 
environment. 
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6.2 Call Handling Capacity Analysis 
Call Handling Capacity is one of the system parameters to evaluate the performance of 
a digital switching system. It is used to measure the possible maximum number of call 
attempts that can be served by the system without seriously affecting the services. 
The following sections illustrate the improvement of call handling capacity for a digital 
switching system after introducing the enhanced ISDN signalling protocol. 、 
According to section A.3 of CCITT Recommendation Q.543 [22], the weighting 
factor and traffic mix are defined as follows: 
Fj = weighting factor for originating type i 
F'j = weighting factor for terminating type j 
Pj = fraction of call attempts expected to be originating type i 
P,j = fraction of call attempts expected to be terminating type j 
广，， D RUPC 
Call attempt rate, R = V p V 
With reference to the information furnished by a manufacturer, the Reference Unit 
Processing Capacity (RUPC) is 100,000 central processor reference capacity units per 
hour [22]. In order to have a good estimation to a real digital switching system, it is 
assumed that the traffic mix (fraction of call attempts) for those non-ISDN calls and 
the weighting factors for different types of calls (both ISDN and non-ISDN) are 
according to CCITT Recommendation Q.543 [22]. In addition, the ISDN calls of the 
digital switching system is assumed to be 20% of the total number of calls. Following 
these assumptions, we can compute the processing capacity of different call types as 
listed in Table 2. 
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Call type Originating portion Terminating portion 
^ _ n ^ P'jF'j 
1. Basic analogue access 0.24 0.60 0.144 0.22 0.40 0.088 
line 
2. Analogue access line with 0.27 0.72 0.194 0.26 0.48 0.124 
supplementary services 
3. ISDN access line - circuit 0.15 0.72 0.108 0.15 0.56 0.084 
switched 
4. ISDN access line- packet 0.05 0.72 0.036 0.05 0.56 0.028 
switched 
5. Interexchange circuit 0.29 0.50 0.145 0.32 0.40 0.128 
Total 1.00 - 0.627 1.00 - 0.452 
Note: the value of weighting factors (Fi & Fj) is obtained from 
CCITT Rec. Q.543 table A-3 [22] 
Table 2: Processing Capacity of Digital Switching System 
Referring to those figures shown in the Table 2，the maximum call handling capacity 
(Rmax) can be expressed as: 
二 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 
〜 狀 - 0 . 6 2 7 + 0 . 4 5 2 
=92,678 BHCA [Busy Hour Call Attempt] 
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Since the call processing of ISDN intercom call is to be handled within customer 
premises rather than by digital switching system after the introduction of enhanced 
ISDN signalling protocol, the "call attempt fraction" for ISDN call decreases from the 
network point of view. The value of parameters P3 & P4 shown in Table 2 is thus 
reduced. 
For the following expressions, the ratio of BRA circuit switched calls to the total 
number of ISDN calls�in an digital exchange is assumed to be "Y" and the percentage 
of ISDN intercom calls within same BRA interface is assumed to be "C". Hence, the 
fraction of ISDN calls (excluding the intercom BRA circuit switched calls) for 
originating portion (P3) and terminating portion (P4) can be calculated as follows: 
Originating portion , P^  = P3 x [1- C x F] 
=0 .15 x [ l - CT] 
T, = / W l - CxY] 
= 0 . 0 5 x [ l - CT] 
Terminating portion, = P3 x [1 - C x Y ] 
=0 .15 x [ l - CY] 
J , = P,x[\- CxY] 
= 0 . 0 5 x [ l - CY] 
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i.e., the total originating portion for the digital switching system, Fq 
=0.144 + 0.194 + 0.145 + 0.15 x [1-CY] x 0.72 + 0.05 x [1 - CY] x 0.72 
=0.483 +0.144 X [1 -CY] 
and the total terminating portion for the digital switching system, F^ 
=0.088 + 0.124 + 0.128 + 0.15 x [1 - CY] x 0.56 + 0.05 x [1 - CY] x 0.56 
=0.340 +0.112 X [1 +CY] 
\ 
where parameter C in range of 0 � 2 0 % and 0 < Y < 1 
. . „ „ 100，000 
I.e. maximum call a t t e m p t ， = —-
Fo + Ft 
= 100,000 
一 0.823 + 0.256 [1 - CY] 
Maximum Call 
Attempt, Rmax 
9.7-10* 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
9.5-1�' -
9.4-10* - C=5% -
幻.1。‘ 
‘ 1 “ 1 1 1 ‘ ‘ ‘ Y 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
Ratio of BRA circuit switched calls to 
total number of ISDN calls 
Figure 8: Maximum Call Handling Capacity, Rmax 
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As compared with the normal Central Office condition, the call handling capacity is 
improved by adopting the enhanced ISDN signalling protocol. From the graphical 
results shown in Figure 8，it is observed that the system can handle more calls when the 
ratio of BRA circuit switched calls to the total number of ISDN calls or the percentage 
of ISDN intercom calls within same BRA interface is increased. 
To illustrate the significance of call handling capacity improvement, the ratio of BRA 
circuit switched calls to the total number of ISDN calls is assumed to be 70%. By 
varying the parameter 丨C•，the maximum call handling capacity, Rmax 
— 100,000 
义狀 一 0.823 + 0.256 [ 1 - 0.7 x C] 
R - 92678 




5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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Figure 9: Improvement on Call Handling Capacity with enhanced protocol 
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For example, if the parameter C is assumed to be 15%, the following results can be 
obtained: 
一 100，000 
〜狀 一 0.823 +0.256 [1 -0.15X0.7] 
=95046 BHCA 
. � i 95046 -92678 
The improved performance = 
= 2 . 6 % 
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6.3 Call Request Delay Analysis 
6.3.1 Simplified ISDN switching system configuration 
In addition to "Call Handling Capacity" analysis, the performance of enhanced 
signalling protocol can be evaluated by measuring the Call Request Delay. A 
typical digital switching system is illustrated in the Figure 10. 
When an ISDN qall is initiated from the customer premise, the call control signal 
in ISDN D-channel is transferred to the Digital Subscriber Line Circuit (DSLC). 
A time slot is allocated by Line Time Switch for that call and appropriate tone is 
returned to the user. Further call information will be passed to the Call 
Processing Unit (Call Processor) for detail checking. After that, the call 
information will be passed to Main Processor for call establishment or release. In 
general, all network resources (e.g. memory) are managed by the Main Processor 
for call execution. 
According to CCITT Rec. Q. 543 [22], ” Call Request Delay for ISDN 
subscriber lines using enbloc sending is defined as the interval from the instant at 
which the SETUP message has been received from the subscriber signalling 
system until the CALL PROCEEDING (or SETUP ACKNOWLEDGE for 
overlap sending) message is passed back to the subscriber system." 
This Call Request Delay can be used to represent the performance of a digital 
switching system. 
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Figure 10: Typical Digital Switching System 
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6.3.2 Mathematical Modelling 
In order to evaluate the Call Request Delay for an ISDN call, the typical digital 
switching system shown in Figure 10 is converted into a mathematical model. 
Characteristics of system components will be examined. 
In accordance with [23], the ISDN part of digital switching system shown in 
Figure 10 can be simplified as the model in Figure 11. The individual units of this 
model are assumed to be processing independently. The variation in the amount 
\ 
of messages or signalling flow between subscribers and Line Time Switch can be 
considered as Poissonian. In addition, when the volume of calls is fairly large, 
the flow of calls to the Call Processor can also be considered as Poissonian. 
These call events of Poissonian flow will be distributed to the Main Processor. 
In addition，it is assumed that there are large number of Main Processors and 
they can handle hundred of tasks in near parallelism with service duration 
according to an exponential law. After the execution of individual task by the 
Main Processors, the call events of Poissonian flow will be returned to Call 
Processors. 
For each processing unit defined in this mathematical model, it is further assumed 
that each processing unit is equipped with a high-dimensioning waiting queue and 
the respective response time are independent [23]. The characteristics of these 






















































6.3.2.1 Line Time Switch 
This unit can be assumed to be a single server and of FIFO discipline 
[23]. An independent task with service duration 'S' will be executed 
when an ISDN message is received via D-channel. 
Hence the overall response time of this unit can be expressed as [23]: 
^ 1 2-p 。 
where p is the load to the task. 
6.3.2.2 Call Processors 
In general, tasks to be performed by the Call Processors can be listed as 
follows: 
-digit translation 
-local call processor signalling interface 
-inter call processors signalling interface 
-call connection 
-elementary task, e.g. changing, subscriber data analysis, 
office data analysis. 
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The execution of tasks in Call Processor is assumed to be of FIFO 
discipline [23]. The mean response time for a task "i" of service duration 
Tj can be expressed as [23]: 
1 2-p, 
= — X ———X r, 
‘ 2 1 - A 
where pj is the load to task i 
With the assumption that each task executed by Call Processors is 
independent to one another and that the call processing involves the 
execution of n tasks by different Call Processors, the overall response 
time is expressed as [23]: 
p 
/ „ = y n, X t. 
cp / 1 I I 
i=\ 
^ 1 2 - A => n,x — x ———X r. 
台 2 1 - A 
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6.3.2.3 Main Processors 
The Main Processors are assumed to execute in time-sharing mode and 
the call processes are of same priority [23]. Hence the average response 
time for a task with service duration xj is expressed as [23]: 
1 - A 
where pj is the load to task i and C is a constant to represent the 
processing time of ISDN Layer 2 frame [23]. 
For the call processing requires the execution of m independent tasks, the 
overall response time is expressed as [23]: 
m 
t =yt �mp / 1 t 
i=\ 
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6.3.2.4 ISDN Digital Switching System 
The overall response time for the ISDN digital switching system can be 
expressed by summing up the findings in sections 6.3.2.1, 6.3.2.2 & 
6.3.2.3. 
^ 1 2-p c ^ 1 2 - A 
=> —X ——-xS + y n,x — x ———X r. 
tr2 \-p tt 2 1-A 
To realize an ISDN switch, the setting of parameters quoted in [23] is 
used to calculate the response time (call request delay) of individual 
processing unit. 
a. Line Time Switch 
S = 8 ms 
k = 3 
o 1 2 - p o 
••. / = 3 X - X 匕 X 8 
虹 2 l-p 
2-p 
= 1 2 x 匕 
l - p 
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b. Call Processors 
n i = 10 
Tj = 1.5 ms 
1 2 - p 1 c 
. . . / = 1 0 x - x - x l . 5 
CP 2 l-p 
2-p 
1 - P 
c. Main Processors 
m = 8 
Tj = 4 ms 
C = 2ms 
4 
...Ld = 8 X ( — — + 2 ) 
mp \ l - p , 
= 1 6 + 
1 - P 
The response time of individual units is illustrated in the Figure 12. It is 
observed that the call request delay is seriously affected when the system 
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Figure 12: Overall Call Request Delay for ISDN Digital Switch 
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6.3.3 ISDN Digital Switching System With Enhanced Signalling Protocol 
Similar to the section 6.2 "Call Handling Capacity", the ratio of BRA circuit 
switched calls to the total no. of ISDN calls in an digital exchange is assumed to 
be "Y" and the percentage of ISDN intercom calls within same BRA interface is 
assumed to be "C". 
Based on the data illustrated in the Table 2 of section 6.2 "Call Handling 
Capacity", the system load is then changed to be p' with the enhanced ISDN 
signalling protocol. 
. r load on BRA circuit switched intercom calls n 
p = 1 xp 
^ L load on all types of ISDN calls 
r 1 0.192CT 1 
= 1 J x p 
L 0.192 + 0.064 j “ 
1 0.192CT 1 
= 1 xp 
L 0 . 2 5 6 � 
Then the response time for individual processing unit can be expressed as: 
‘ =12 样 
1 - p 
, 内 产 2 — p 
tcp 二7.5 X " ^ 
- 1 - p 
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i.e. the response time for the ISDN Switch with enhanced signalling protocol is 
expressed as: 
^sw -^h 
With the assumption that C = 15% and Y = 70%, the call request delay of 
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Figure 14: Call Request Delay for a Call Processor 
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Figure 15: Call Request Delay for a Main Processor 
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Call Request 
Delay (ms) of 
ISDN Switch 
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tsw : call request delay for an ISDN Switch without using the enhanced 
signalling protocol 
tswi : call request delay for an ISDN Switch using the enhanced signalling 
protocol [ C=12% & Y=60o/o ] 
tsw2 : call request delay for an ISDN Switch using the enhanced signalling 
protocol [C=15%& Y=70%] 
tsw3 : call request delay for an ISDN Switch using the enhanced signalling 
protocol [ C=20% & Y=80o/o ] 
Figure 16: Overall Call Request Delay for ISDN Digital Switch 
with Enhanced Signalling Protocol 
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As compared with the normal Central Office condition, the call request delay is 
improved by adopting the enhanced ISDN signalling protocol. From the 
graphical result shown in Figure 16，it is observed that call request delay is 
reduced if the total no. of ISDN calls in a digital exchange or the percentage of 
ISDN intercom calls within same BRA interface is increased. 
To illustrate the significant improvement on call request delay, the system load 
and the ratio of BRA circuit switched calls to the total number of ISDN calls are 
assumed to be 80% and 70% respectively. The call request delay can then be 
expressed as: 
-call request delay for normal ISDN switch, 
= 2 9 3 ms 
-call request delay for ISDN switch with enhanced signalling protocol, 
l-p l-p l-p 
, . r - 0.192CT 1 
w h e r e p = 1 / 1 - 0 192 + 0 064 J X P 
一 0 . 1 9 2 X C X 0 . 7 ] “ 8 
0.256 � 
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By varying the parameter 'C, the reduced call request delay can be expressed 
by: 
Improved Call Request Delay = h - i Z l j ^ x 100% 
^sw 
293- / ' 
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Figure 17: Improvement on Call Request Delay with enhanced protocol 
} t 
For example, if the parameter C is assumed to be 15%, the following results 
can be obtained: 
Improved call request delay = 293-231 = 62 ms 
293-231 





Chapter 7. Conclusion 
In this thesis a signalling protocol enhancement on ISDN basic rate access for the 
incorporation of basic LAN property is proposed. The modified system has been proved to 
enhance the performance for internal communication from both network operator and user's 
point of view. 
Since the protocol enhancement for internal communication capability must not affect or 
violate normal ISDN operations, the modification has to be compatible with the defined 
ISDN standards. This constrain results in a very limited room for changes in ISDN layered 
protocols which have been fully utilized for the original ISDN signalling. Therefore, the 
incorporation of basic LAN property becomes a big challenge to the developer. 
Nevertheless, after careful studies on the required LAN property and the existing well-
defined ISDN protocols, enhancements are suggested to those potential capabilities that 
have not yet been defined. 
Concerning the B-channel selection mechanism in the developed model，the selection of B-
channel for internal communication is now responsible by terminal equipment itself rather 
than the Central Office. Besides, the connection of communication path (B-channel) is 
established via the loopback at NTl and does not require the switching function at Local 
Exchange. All these arrangements permit the call processing for internal communication to 
be completed within customer premises (see Figure 18) and free from access change. 
With this special system arrangement, user information can now be exchanged between 
users without any additional payment to network administrator for internal communication. 
Small business users will certainly welcome this configuration as there is no need to 
establish a dedicated local area network for internal communication. Of course, this 
configuration has limitation of maximum eight user terminals and data transmission rate of 





























































































































































































As modification is made to special TEs only and no additional requirement is necessary for 
NTl and Central Office，both normal TEs and special TEs can be connected to the same 
normal ISDN basic rate interface. Therefore, the enhancement can be considered as a 
generalized protocol for both traditional and special ISDN terminals. 
This signalling protocol enhancement is also beneficial to the network operator as the 
efficiency of the digital switching system is improved due to the elimination of local traffic. 
The improvements include increased Call Handling Capacity of a Digital Exchange and 
reduced Call Request Delay of ISDN calls. It is expected that such improvements on Digital 
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Appendix I: Software Simulation Program Flowchart 
The detail program flowcharts for the software simulation of enhanced ISDN signalling 
protocol are illustrated in the following. 
} t 
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Appendix n： Software Simulation Program in Borland C++ Language 
The detail coding for the software simulation of enhanced ISDN signalling protocol is 
listed in the following. 
} t 
//msg.h 
//ISDN layer 3 messages and information elements definition 
//PROTOCOL DISCRIMINATOR 
#define Q931 0x08 
//INFORMATION ELEMENTS 
# d e f i n e BEARER一CAP 0 x 0 4 
#define CAUSE 一 0x80 
//#define CALL ID 0x10 
//#define CALL—STATE 0x14 
#define CHANNEE ID 0x18 
//#define PROGRESS IND Oxle 
//#define NOTIFIC iND 0x27 
#define CALLING NUM OX5C 
#define CALLED NUM 0x70 
/ / # d e f i n e REDIRING一NUM 0x74 
//#define TRANS NW"SEL 0x78 
/ / # d e f i n e LOW LSY COMP 0X7C 
//#define HI ZhY COMP 0x7d 
/ / # d e f i n e UU'INFO 0 x 7 e 
//IE CONTENT /define CCITT 0x0 #define SPEECH 0x0 #define CIRCUIT 0x0 #define 64KBPS 0x10 
#define 5711u 0x2 #define NORMAL一CLEARING 0x10 
//TIMERS 
#define T301 0x0 #define T303 0x1 
#define T305 0x2 #define T306 0x3 
#ciefine T308 0x4 #define T310 0x5 
#define T313 0x6 
//L3 MESSAGES #define SETUP 0x05 #define SETUP ACK OxOd 
# d e f i n e CALL PROC 0x02 
#define ALERT 0x01 
//#define PROG 0x03 
#define CONN 0x07 
#define CONN ACK OxOf 
/ / # d e f i n e SU5P 0x25 
/ / * d e f i n e SUSP ACK Ox2d 
/ / # d e f i n e SUSP"REJ 0 x 2 1 
/ / # d e f i n e RES “ 0x26 
/ / # d e f i n e RES ACK Ox2e 
/ / # < i e f i n e RES 一 RE J 0x22 
/ / d e f i n e USER INFO 0x20 
#define DISCON— 0x45 
#define R£L 0x4d 
# d e f i n e R£L COM Ox5a 
/ / d e f i n e R E S T 0 x 4 6 
/ / # d e f i n e REST ACK 0 x 4 c 
/ / # d e f i n e FAC “ 0x62 
/ / ^ d e f i n e INFO 0 x 7 b 
/ / 烛 f i n e NOTIFY 0 x 6 e //#define STATUS ENQ 0x75 
/ / # d e f i n e STATUS" Ox7d 
/ " d e f i n e CON_CON 0x79 
//INTER NETWORK MESSAGE #define SETUP REQ 0x80 define CALL PROC_REQ 0x81 #define ALERT REQ"" 0x82 #define CONN REQ 0x83 #define CONN"ACK REQ 0x84 #define DISC~REQ~ 0x85 #define REL一 REQ 0x85 
//L2 FRAMES #define SABMS Ox6f #define UA 0x63 ^define DISC 0x43 #define.RR 0x1 
步define UI 0x3 
//L2 FRAME TYPE ^define I 0x1 
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//data.h 
/ / c o n s t a n t s and data structure definition 
# d e f i n e L3N 0 
#define L3U 1 
# d e f i n e L2 2 
# d e f i n e NET 0 
# d e f i n e T E A 1 
# d e f i n e TEB 2 
# d e f i n e TEC 3 • 
#define TED 4 
#define TEBC 5 //broadcast 
#define SAPI 0 
#define ORIG 0 
#define DEST 1 
#define MAXID 5 
#define M A X C R 127 
#define MAXCES 127 
#define MAXTEI 127 
# d e f i n e M A X D I G I T 20 
# d e f i n e MAXTYPE 2 
#ciefine IDLE 0 
#define BUSY 1 
# d e f i n e INUSE 1 
# d e f i n e START 1 
#define STOP 0 
# d e f i n e TRUE 1 
#define FALSE 0 , 
#define P2P 5 //peer to peer delay 
#define L2L 8 //layer to layer delay 
typedef struct ie一chain一node{ 
u n s i g n e d char ie_typeT 
u n s i g n e d char ie:length? 
u n s i g n e d char *octet_ptr; 
struct ie chain—node一*link? 
} IE CHAIN NODE； 一 
typedef struct { 
u n s i g n e d char proto一disc? 
unsigned char cr_length; 
unsigned char c r j 
unsigned char msg一type? 
IE CHAIN NODE *ie:ptr? 
> L3HESS;"“ 一 
^ ^ D L ' ^ E S T A B L I L , D L - D A T A , DL—RELEASE, M D L _ A S S I G N , M D L - R E M O V E ' PH_DATA 
> PRiM NAME； 一 一 
typedef enum{ 
R £ Q , IND, R E S P , CONF 
} PRIM TYPE； 
typedef struct{ 




u n s i g n e d char *content; 
unsigned int length; 
} PARAMETER; 
typedef struct< " C E I or DLCI 
unsigned int sapi; 
unsigned int ces_tei; 
} CEI DLCI； " 
‘ MM 
typedef struct tmq node{ //task manager queue 
long int t i m e ; “ //scheduled time of event 
int task; //L3U, L3N or L2 
int id; //destination id 
int ref no; //reference n o . 
P ^ t I ^ ^ a r ^ e t e r ; / / L 2 < - > L 2 : frame; from L 3 < - > L 2 : message 
CEI DLCI cei_dlci; / / L 2 <—>L2: DLCI; from L 3 <—>L 2 : CEI 
struct tmq_n5de *link; 
> TMQ_NODE； _ 
typedefd^truct 13cb{ //L3 control block 
unsigned int cr; //Q931 CR 
int cr一flag; 
int state; //current L3 state 
CEI DLCI cei; //for address to L2 control block 
unsigned char chid; //channel id 
struct 13cb *link; 
> L3CB; 
typedef struct 12cb{ //L2 control block (point-to-point) 
int id; 
int state; //current L2 state 
CEI DLCI cei; //for association with L3 
CEI:DLCI dlci; 
struct 12cb *link; 
} L2CB; 
//module: ISDN.C 
//MAIN P R O G R A M AND SUUPORTING FUNCTIONS 
^ i n c l u d e < d o s . h > 
^ i n c l u d e < s t d i o . h > 
# i n c l u d e < c o n i o . h > 
# i n c l u d e < g r a p h i c 9 . h > 
# i n c l u d e < m s g . h > 
# i n c l u d e < d a t a . h > 
u n s i g n e d int 
c r ( M A X I D + l ] [ M A X C R + 1 ] , //CR tables 
c e s [ M A X I D+ l � [ M A X C E S + 1】， //CES tables 
i d 2 t e i ( M A X I D + l ) , //id to t e i conversion 
tei2id[MAXTEI+l】； //tei to id conversion 
int c o n n e c t e d [ M A X C R + 1 ] ; //false indicates CONN is sent 
int s t a t u s [ M A X I D + 1 ] ; //IDLE or BUSY 
int xpos(MAXID+l]； //x-coordinates for TEs at output screen 
int ref一no; //tmq-node reference no; 
e x t e r n int c a l l t y p e ; //type of call configuration 
e x t e r n int M a x X , M a x Y ; 
char dn[MAXID+l】[MAXDIGIT】={"”,"7651100","8761200"•"8761300"•"8761400","8761000"> ; 
int m u l t i t e [ M A X I D + l ] [ 8 ] ; 
FILE *stream; //message output 
int o u t f i l e ; 
long int sim time; //simulation time; also used as y - c o o r d i n a t e s for display 
TMQ NODE *tinq head； //test manager event queue 
L 3 C B *13cb head; //layer 3 control block queue head 
L2CB *L2cb"head; //layer 2 control block queue head 
u n s i g n e d int orig一cr [MAXCR】，term一cr [ M A X C R】/ / n e t w o r k incoming-outgoing cr mapping 
e x t e r n void Initialize。； //initialize graphic output screen 
e x t e r n void gprintf()； //graphic printf 
e x t e r n void show flow()； //draw layer 3 m e s s a g e flow 
e x t e r n void show"'state() ； //draw layer 3 state 
e x t e r n void init~output()； //draw background on output screen 
e x t e r n void showconfig(); 
void tmq insert(TMQ NODE *node一ptr》 l� 」’ ^ 
{//insert a node inEo TMQ in order of time; i.e. schedule an event 
TMQ一NODE *tmp, *tmp1； 
t m p = t m q head; 
if (tmp=>link==NULL) 
tmp->link-node一ptr; 
w h i l e S n o d e p t r - > t i m e >» tmp->link->time && tmp->linki«NULL) 
t m p s t m p - > T i n k ; 
t m p 1 = t m p - > l i n k ; 
tmp->1ink-node一pt r； 
node p t r - > l i n k = t m p l ; 
> 一 
} 
v o i d read config() 
< 一 





id2tei[5】=127,- // broadcast 
//TEI to ID conversion 
t e i 2 i d ( 5 ] = T E A ; 
t e i 2 i d [ l l ] = T E B ; 




m u l t i te【5】 0】=TEB,. 
m u l t i " t e� 5】1】-TEC; 
m u l t i " t e� 5】2】=TED; “ ^ 
m u l t i " t e� 5】3】=-l; //not installed 
multi一te� 5】 4 
multi一t:e[5】�5】》-l; 
multirte[51【6】《-l; 
multirte【5】【7 —1 ; 
//x p o s i t i o n for each ID in the output screen 
xpos(TEA)=MaxX/MAXID/2; 
xpos(NET 1-3 *MaxX/MAXID/2； 
xpos[TEB�-5*MaxX/MAXID/2; 
xpos TEC�-7*MaxX/MAXID/2 
xpos [ TED�】-9*MaxX/MAXID/2 ,• 
xpos[5�=xpos[TEB� 
> 
unsigned int hunt cr《unsigned int id) 
{ //hunt CR for tHe terminals or network 
//returned 1--127 if hunt O . K . ; otherwise return 128 
int out=128; 
w h i l e (i<=MAXCR && out==128) 






void c l e a r _ c r ( u n s i g n e d int id, unsigned int cr一value) 
{ cr[ id] [cr一va：Lue�=IDLE,• 
> 一 
unsigned int hunt ces(unsigned int id) . 
{ //hunt CES (connection end-point suffix) for the terminals or network 
//returned CES value: 1—127 (128 is hunt N.G.) 
//CES=0 is used for broadcast 
int o u t = 1 2 8 ; 
w h i l e (i<=MAXCES && o u t—12 8 ) 
if (ces[id][i]二-IDLE) { 
out=i; 





void clear一ces(unsigned int id, unsigned int ces一value) 
^ cr(id][ces_value]«IDLE; 
> 一 
IE CHAIN NODE *bcedt(int *len, unsigned char standard, unsigned char trans一cap, 
unsigned char trans m o d e , unsigned char t r a n s _ r a t e , unsigned char llproto) 
{//bearer c a p . I.E. e3it; return I.E. pointer 
IE一CHAIN-NODE *ptr； 
ptr=(IE_CHAIN NODE *)malloc(sizeof(IE_CHAIN_NODE))； 
ptr->ie:typeaBEARER一CAP; 
p t r - > i e ~ l e n g t h = 0 x 0 3 7 
ptr->ocEet ptr=(unsigned char *)malloc(3)； 
* (ptr->octet ptr)=0x80 trans_cap ( s t a n d a r d « 5 ) ; 






IE CHAIN NODE *chidedt(int *Len, unsigned char chid) 
<//channel i.d. I . E . edit； return I.E. pointer 
IE_CHAIN一NODE *ptr; 
ptr»(IE CHAIN NODE *)malloc(sizeof(IE CHAIN一NODE)>; 
ptr->ie:type-eHANNEL ID; - 一 
ptr->ie~length»0x03 ；"' 
ptr->ocEet ptr^(unsigned char *)malloc(3)； 
*(ptr->oct5t ptr>»0x81; //implicity indentified, b a s i c , p r e f e r r e d , 
//not D c h a n n e l , as indicated 
*((ptr->octet"ptr)+1)=0x83； //CCITT, number , B-channel units, 





IE CHAIN NODE *cldedt(int *len, int called) 
{/7calle3 number I.E. edit; return I.E. pointer 
IE一CHAIN一NODE *pt r ; 
ptr=(IE CHAIN NODE *)malloc(sizeof(IE一CHAIN一NODE)); ptr->ie~type=CALLED_NUM; 
p t r - > i e ~ l e n g t h = 0 x 0 8 7 
p t r - > o c E e t p t r = ( u n s i g n e d char *)malloc(8)； 
*(ptr->octet ptr)=Oxll; //unknown type of number 
- / / I S D N number plan R e c . e.164 
*(ptr->octet p t r + 1 ) = d n [ c a l l e d ] [ 0 ] ; 










IE CHAIN NODE *causeedt(int *len, unsigned char c一value) 
{//channel i.d. I.E. edit; return I.E. pointer 
IE_CHAIN_NODE • p t r ; 
ptr=(IE_CHAIN NODE *)malloc(sizeof(IE_CHAIN_NODE)); 
p t r - > i e ~ t y p e = C A U S E ; 
ptr->ie"length=0x02； ,, 
ptr->oc[et ptr=(unsigned char *)malloc(2); , . 
M p t r - > o c t e t ptr)=0x80; //coding standard - C C I T T , locatLon^USER 
*((ptr->octeE ptr)+l)-0x80 c一value? 




IE CHAIN NODE *re generate ie(unsigned char *ie_string, int mess^length) 
{/7re-generate I.S. chain T r o m L2 frame; 
//return I.E. chain p o i n t e r 
IE CHAIN-NODE *ie_ptr, *curr一ptr, *tmp? 
inE len 厂 " 
if (mess length>0) { 
len-(unsTgned inti*《ie string+l); 一 
tmp=(IE CHAIN NODE i)malloc(sizeof(lE^CHAIN^NODE)); 
tmp->ie~type«*(ie_string)； 
t m p - > i e ~ l e n g t h = l e n ; 






w h i l e (mess"length>0) { 
lens (unaiqned int) * (ie string-H)； 
tmp-( IE CHAIN NODE i) malloc (sizeof (IE_CHAIN_.NODE)); 
tmp->ie:type="^( ie_st r ing)； 
tmp->ie''length= Len ； 
tmp->ocEet p t r - ie_s t r ing+2? 




i e sEring+=(len+2); 
r e tu rn le一ptr? 
e l s e 
re tu rn NULL; 
> 
void f ree一ie一chain(IE一CHAIN NODE *ie一chain一ptr> 
{//free m e m o r y o c c u i p e d by E h e IE chain 一 
IE CHAIN NODE *free ptr; 一 一 一 
w h i l e (ie一chain ptrl=NULL) { 
f r e e ptr=ie_cEain p t r ; . 
ie cHain_ptr= ie_cEain_ptr->1ink; 
free(free_ptr)；" “ 
>； > 
IE CHAIN NODE *ie copy(int *len, IE CHAIN一NODE *ie_ptr) 
MM 
IE一CHAIM一NODE *tmp? 





int check dl estab(int id, int sapi, int tei value) … “ 。 a 
/ //checlc il d a t a l i n k w i t h SAPI^sapo. and TET-tei一value l s established 
II return 1 if d a t a l i n k established; otherwise return 0 
L2CB *12cb_ptr; 
12cb p t r « 1 2 c b head? 
//begin searcH layer 2 control block queue 
w h i l e (12cb p t r - > l i n k l « N U L L ) { . 
if (I2cb ptr->link->ici«=id&& 
12cb p€r->link->dlci. s a p i « s a p i & & 
12cb:ptr->link->dlci.'ces 一 tei二=tei 一 value) 




return (0); //not found 
} 
unsigned char *mess2str(L3MESS 13mess, int len) 
{//convert layer 3 m e s s a g e to string; return string pointer 
unsigned char * s t r _ p t r , *copy一ptr? 
IE一CHAIN-NODE *curr_ptr, *free_ptr; 
unsigned"char * t m p「�
unsigned int count; 






//begin converting I.E. chain to octets stream 
w h i l e (curr ptrl=NULL) { 
counts(unsigned int)curr_ptr->ie一length? 
count=count&OxOOff； " 
tmp=<unsigned char *)curr_ptr; 
* (copy ptr)=*(tmp) ； 一� / A e type 
copy一 
tmp+T; 
*(copy ptr)=*(tmp)； //ie length 
c o p y 一 ； 
tmp=3urr_ptr->octet一ptr; 





free ptr«curr ptr; 
c u r r"'ptr»curr"ptr->link; //next I.E. node 
freeTfree ptrT; //free I.E. node 
return str一ptr? 
} 一 
u n s i g n e d char •fraine2msg《unsigned char *frame, unsigned int frame一type, 
int info len) 
{ / / c o n v e r t layer 2 frame to layer 3 message stream; 
II and free m e m o r y occupied by the frame 
u n s i g n e d char *frame一tmp, *msg, *msg一tmp; 
frame tmp=frame; //for m e m o r y deallocation 
msg=NULL； 
switch (frame type) { 
case I: / 7 1 - f r a m e 
m s g = ( u n s i g n e d char *)malloc(info_len); 
m s g t m p = m s g ; ^ 一 
//copy info field (pointed by frame+5) of frame to m s g 
w h i l e (info 一 len-->0) * (rosg_tinp++)(frame++ + 5); 
b r e a k ; — 
case UI: //Ul-frame 
m s g = ( u n s i g n e d char *)malloc(info^len); 
m s g t m p = m s g ; ^ ^ ^ 
// copy info field (pointed by fraine+4) of frame to msg 
w h i l e (info一len_->0) * (msg_tinp++> 二* (frame— + 4)? 
break; _ 
\ m 
free (frame_tmp)； //free m e m o r y occuiped by frame 
return (msg); 
> 
unsianed char *build frame( , . ^ . ,_ 
CEI DLCI d l c i , unsigned int c r , unsigned int c t l l , unsigned int ctl2, 
unsigned int p , unsigned char ^ i n f o , unsigned int fcs, int j^nfo一length, 
unsigned int frame format) • 
{// build layer 2 frame, return frame pointer 
unsigned char *frame一ptr, *info一ptr, *free_ptr; 
free ptr«info; 
switch (frame_format) { 
frame ^)tr=《unsigned char * )malloc ( info_length+8); 
inf o_ptr=f r ^ e _ p t r + 5 ； " f l a 
M f ^ e ^ p t r - f 1) = (unsigned char) ( (dlci. s a p i « 2 ) (〒一r<，+)); 
* frame p t r + 2 ) » ( u n s i g n e d char) ( ( d l c i . c e s _ t e i « l ) 0x1); 
* (frame"ptr^-3) = (unsigned char) ( c t l l « l )； 
*(frame二ptr+4)»(unsigned char) ( ( c t l 2 « l ) P )； 
//copy content of info (L3 message) 








b r e a k ; " 
case S: ,, … 
freune_ptr«( uns igned char *)malloc (8 )； 
* ^  * tf r ^ e ^ P t r l 1)»(uns igned char) ^ (^ (die i . 9api« 2 ) I (9 r < < l ) )； 
*(frame ptr+2) = (unsigned char) ( ( d l c i . c e s _ t e i « l ) 0x1); 
*(frame pEr+3)«0x01; 
* (frame ptr+4)«(unsigned char) ( c t l 2 « l ) ; 
*(frame-ptr+5)=Oxld; 




switch (ctll) < //frame type 
case UI: 
frame_ptr»(unsigned char *)malloc(info_length+7)； 
info ptr»fraine ptr+4; 
*frarne_ptr«0x7e; //flag 
*(frame_ptr+l) = (unsigned char) ( (dlci. s a p i « 2 ) (〒一r<<l))； 
* ( fraine~ptr+2 ) = (unsigned char) ( (dlci. c e s _ t e i « l ) 0 x 1 " 
if ( p « T ) p=OxlO; 一 
e l s e p - O x O ; 
* ( f r a m e _ p t r + 3 ) = ( u n s i g n e d char) (ctll p)； 
//copy content of info� 《L3 message) 





*info p t r = O x l d ; 
* ( info__ptr+l) - O x O e ; 
* ( i n f o : p t r + 2 ) « 0 x 7 e ; 
b r e a k ; " 
default: 
frame p t r = ( u n s i g n e d char *)malloc(7); 
*frame ptr=0x7e; //flag • 汽 , 、�
*(fraini p t r - H ) ^ ( u n s i g n e d char) ( (dlci. s a p i « 2 ) (c r « l ) ) ； 
* ( f r a m e-ptr+2>=《unsigned char) ( (dlci.ces一tei<<l) 0x1); 
if (p==T) p-OxlO? 
else p=OxO； 
*(frame ptr+3)=(unsigned char) (ctll p); 










unsigned int info len(unsigned char *frame p t r , int f r ^ e type) 
{ // input: I - f r a m e pointer? output: Length of info, field 
int i=0; 
frame ptr++; //count from octet following the flag; excluding the flags 
while"(*frame_ptr+-^ 1 =0x7e) 
if ( o u t k l e ) fprintf (stream, ”invalid frame l\n")； 
exit(l); 
}； 
switch (frame—type> { 
case UI: _ 
return i - 5 ; 
break; 
case I: 
return i - 6 ; 
break; 
> 
void dl data一req(L3MESS m s g , unsigned int len, unsigned int id, CEI_DLCI cei) 
{//primltiveT layer 3 to layer 2 
//schedule an arrival event to its lower layer (layer 2) 
TMQ NODE *tmp; 
L 3 C S *13cb ptr; 
L2CB *12cb~ptr; 
CEI DLCI dlci? 
unsigned char buffer[260】； 
unsigned char *msg_ptr； 
tmp«{TMQ_NODE *)malloc(sizeof(TMQ_NODE)); 
tmp->rer no«ref no++; 
if (msa.msg typi«-SETUP&&id»»NET) ^ . ^ , 
tmp_>tlme霍sIm一time+I^2I^+4*P2P,* //add to wait for DL established 
else -





tmp->paraineter • content =n\ess2str(msg, len); 
tmp->paraineter. length=len; 
t m p - > c e i dlci=cei; 
tmp->linlc=NULL; 
tmq一insert(tmp); 
if (outfile) { 
fprintf(stream,"Reference no.: %d Time: %d\n",tmp->ref_no, tmp->tLme); 
msg ptr=tmp->parameter.content； 一 
w h i l e (len-->0) fprintf (stream, "%x ••, *msg一ptr++); 
fprintf(stream,“\n\n")； 一 
>； > 
void tx frame(unsigned char *frame一ptr, unsigned int d s t , 
unsigned int src, CEI一DLCI dlciT 
unsigned int c&s, int out_flow, int out一state> 
{//primitive: layer 2 to layer 1 (conceptual) 
//schedule an arrival event to layer 2 of the other party 
TMQ一NODE *tmp; 
int""not found=l, state; 
L3CB *llcb ptr; . 
int o f f s e t ! //offset to CR in the L2 frame 
if� 《out flow) { 
if (*(frame ptr+3)&&0xl) //UI frame 
show flow(src,dst,sim_time-L2L,Hlci,*(frame一ptr+6),*(frame一ptr+7)); 
e l s e " //I frame 一 show flow(irc,dst ,sim一 t ime-L2L,dlci ,*(frame一ptr+7),*(frame一ptr+8)); 
}； 一 




o f f s e t = 6 ; 
not found=l; 
13c5 ptr=13cb head; 
if (ces) { //point to point 
w h i l e (13cb ptr->linki=NULL && not一found) { 
if (13cb ptr->link->Ld==src && 
13cb pEr->lin}c->cr== (*(frame ptr+offset)&0x7f) && 
13cb ptr->link->cr f l a g " ( (*Tframe ptr-^of fset) & 0 x 8 0 ) » 7 ) && 




} ； 一 一 
> 
else { //broadcase, 
while (13cb ptr->linkl=NULL && not一found) < 
if (13cb ptr->link->id==src && 
13cb p€r->link->cr==(*(frame ptr+offset>S0x7f) && 
13cb ptr->link->cr__flag=«( (*Tfraine_ptr-i-offset)&0x80)»7)) { 
state«13cb p t r -> l in )c ->s ta te ; 
not_found«U; 
else 13cb_ptr«13cb_ptr->link; 
}； 一 一 
>； 
if (not found) state^O; //control block have been released 
show_sta€e(state,src,dst,sim_time-L2L); 
>； 
tinp»(TMQ一NODE *) malloc (s izeof (TMQ_NODE)); 
tmp->ref~no«ref no++; 






tmp->cei dlci=dlci; 推 
tmp->J.inlc«NULL; 
tmq_in8ert(tmp)； 
if (outfile) { //send frame to fiia 
fp r in t f ( s t r eam,"Refe rence no . : %d rir . %d\n",tmp->ref_no,tmp->time)； 
fputc(*frame ptr++,stream)； 




void broadcast frame(unsigned char *frame ptr, int frame一len, 
unsigned int一dst, unsigned int src, unsigned int sapi,"unsigned int ces) 
{ unsigned char *out一frame, *frame一src, *frame一dst, *frame一copy; 
int count, i:0; 一 一 
CEI DLCI dlci; 
unsigned int dst_id=4; 
dlci.sapi-sapi; 
while (l<8&&multi t e ( d s t ] ( i ) { 
i f ( 3 t a t u s [ m u l t i E e [ d s t � [ i � � = - I D L E ) { 
f r a m e _ c o p y = f r a m e _ p t r ; / / s a v e a c o p y of f r a m e一p t r 
count=frame len?一 
out_fran\e«(unsigned char *)malloc(count)； 
frame dst-out frame; 
while"(count-:>0) *frame一dst++=*frame一copy++； 
dlci.ces tei»127; 一 ，� . 一 」， . ^ ,, tx framelout frame, multi一te[dst�[1�，src, dlci, ces, 0, 1); dsE id=multi~ te[dst][ i]; 一 
} ； 一 “ 
show flow(src,dst id,sim time-L2L, dlci, * (out frame-»-6), * (out f r ^ e + 7 ) )； / / ?how_how(src7dst一;LdTsim一time-L2L,dlci, *Tout一frame+6), *Tout_f rame+7,ca l l type) ) ; 
free(frame_ptr)； 一 一 
> 
void dl ind(PARAMETER parameter, unsigned int id, 
CEI一DLCI cei, PRIMITIVE primitive) 
{//DL INDICATION , ^ 
//primitive: layer 2 indicate to layer 3 
//schedule an arrival event to its upper layer (layer 3) 
TMQ一NODE *tmp; 
tmp=(TMQ_NODE * ) m a l l o c ( s i z e o f ( T M Q一N O D E ) ) ; 
tmp->ref:no=ref no++? 





tmp->primitive•name=pr imit ive.name； 
tmp->primitive•type»primitive.type； 
only when a layer 3 control block have not been setup 
tmp-> 1 inlt«NULL ; 
tmq_insert(tmp)； 
f p r i n t M s t r e a m , "Reference no.: %d Time: %d\n" , tmp->ref no, tmp->time); 












tmp->primitive.name=DL ESTABLISH; tmp->pr imit ive.type=REO； 
tmp->paraineter. content = (unsigned char *>tei; 
tmp->parauneter. length=2； 
tinp->cei dlci=cei_value; 
tmp->l inlc=NULL ； " 
tinq_insert (tmp)； 
f p r i n t M s t r e a m , " R e f e r e n c e n o . : %d T i m e : � d \ n \ n " , t n \p«>re f一no , t m p - > t i m e )； 
> 
void dl一release(int c a l l i n g , CEI一DLCI cei一value) 
{ TMQ一NODE *tmp; 
tmp=(TMQ一NODE * )malloc (sizeof (TMQ一NODE) ) 
t m p - > r e f ~ n o = r e f no++? 
t m p - > t i m e = s i m _ t I m e + L 2 L + 4 0 ; 
tmp->task«L2 
t m p - > i d = c a l l i n g ; 
t m p - > p r i m i t i v e . n a m e = D L RELEASE; 
t m p - > p r i m i t i v e . t y p e = R E 5 ; 
tmp->parameter•content=NULL； 
tmp->parameter•length=0； 
t m p - > c e i dlci-cei一value? 
tmp->Linlt=NULL; 一 
tmq一insert(tmp>; 
f p r i n t M s t r e a m , "Reference no.: %d Time: %d\n\n" , tmp->ref一no, tmp->time); 
} 
void intra一net(unsigned int id, L3MESS m s g , unsigned int m s g _ l e n , CEI一DLCI cei) 
{ TMQ_NODE *tmp; 
tmp=(TMQ_NODE *)malloc(sizeof(TMQ_NODE))； 
tmp->ref:no〒ref，no++； 
二 》 益 盆 丄 R E Q I Imsg.msg_type==ALERT_REQ&&idI =NET) //for display purpos 
t m p - > t i m e 4*L2L; ~ 
if (id==NET) 
t m p - > t a s k = L 3 N ; 
e l s e 
t m p - > t a s k « L 3 U ; 
t m p - > i d = i d ; 
t m p - > p r i m i t i v e . n a m e « D L DATA; 
tmp->pr imit ive.type=REQ； ^ , 
t m p _ > p a r a m e t e r . c o n t e n t =tness2str(tnsg, msg一len> ; 
tmp->parameter.length=msg_len； 
t m p - > c e i dlci=cei; 
tmp- > 1 inlc=NULL ； 
tmq一insert(tmp>; 
if (outfile) {� 、”、�
}； 
void n一timer(unsigned int timer一no, int start一stop, unsigned char cr) 
//network t i m e r start or stop 
void u_timer(unsigned int titner_no, int start_stop, unsigned char cr) 
//user timer start or stop 
int termanl(IE一CHAIM NODE *ie_chain_ptr) 
{// terminating analysis; 
II return category: 0..127 — TE I , terminating O . K . 
II 128 — terminating N . G . (no called n o . I.E.) 
// 129 — terminating N . G . (vacant DN) 
II 130 — terminating N . G . (called party busy) 
IE CHAIN-NODE *ie_tmp; 
inE cat；"//category 
int i,j; //counters 
int not一 m a t c h ; //flag 
ie一tmp-ie_chain_ptr； 
//search CALL NUM I.E. 
ie tmp«ie chain ptr; ^ . ^ . 
w h i l e (ie"tmp->Te_type•-CALLEDJHJM && ie_tropI=NULL) 
ie tmp» ie~tinp-> 1 ink ； 一 
if"(ie tmp==NULL) { 
cat»12甘； , 
if (outfile) fprintf(stream,"No CALLED一NUM i.e. e r r o r l \ n " ) ; 
> 
else < 
//dn to id conversion 
i=0; 
not match-If 
while ( K M A X I D && not__match) { 
while (j<7 && dn[i】[j】==*((char *)(ie一tmp->octet一ptr+l+j))) { 
if (j==6) not_match=0; 一 一 
>； 
>； 
if (not match) 
cat=179; //vacant DN 
else { 
if (status[i]==BUSY) 
cat=130; //called busy 
else 




void tm(int delayfac) //test manager 
{// fetch a event from the tmq and process the task 
TMQ一NODE *tmq_ptr; 
int一task, id,. _ 
PRIMITIVE primitive; 
PARAMETER parameter; 
CEI_DLCI cei_dlci, cei; 
while (tmq head->link!=NULL) { 







cei dlci=tmq ptr->cei__dlci; 
switch《taslcT { 一 
case L3N: . . . ^ 
network_N(id, cei_dlci, primitive, parameter); 
break; 一 — 
case L3U: ^ , 
networlc_U(id, cei_dlci, primitive, parameter)； 
b r e a k ;— — 








int I3state init(int party, CEI一DLCI cei, int state) 
{//create a—layer 3 control block 








//append control to end of queue 
ptr«13^cb head; ,, 




void init call(CEI_DLCI cei一value, int calling, unsigned int cr, int called) 
{//initiate a call;" schedule first events 





mess.cr length=0x01; ,, ”� 《�
mess.cr=(0x7f & ((unsigned char)cr))； //cr flag = 0 
mess.msg type=SETUP; 
m e s s.ie p t r = b c e d t ( & m e s s length ,CCITT,SPEECH•CIRCUIT,一64KBPS,G711u); 
mess.ie~ptr->link=chideat(&mess length, 1); 
m e s s . ;Le:ptr->link->link二cldedt(5mess一length,called); 





tmp->primit ive.name=DL DATA; 




t m p - > l i n l c = N U L L ; " 
tmq-insert(tmp); 
f p r i n t M s t r e a m ! " S c h e d u l e a SETUP REQUEST event\n"); 知 . 、�
firintf(Stream；"Reference no.: %d Time: %d\n\n",tmp->ref_no, tmp->time); 
>； > 
void terminate一call《int calling, unsigned int cr, long int time, 
unsigned int"term_side) 
{ // schedule a diconnect request event 







m e s s . i e _ p t r « N U L L ; " 
tmps(TMQ NODE *)malloc(sizeof(TMQ_NODE)); 
tmp->re£"no«ref no++? 
tmp- >t ime«t ime /"‘ 
tmp->ta8k»L3U; 
tinp->idacalling; 
tmp->pr imit ive • naine«DL DATA; 
tmp->primitive•type=REQ； 




fprintMstreamJ"Schedule a DISCONNECT REQUEST event\ri"); . 
fprintf(Stream,"Reference no.: %d Time: %d\n\n",tinp->ref_no, tmp->time); 
> 
void make_call(int calling, int called, int term_party) 
{ CEI DLCI cei; 
unsigned int cr, term_side, showier; 
cel.sapi«SAPI; 
c e i . c e s tei=hunt ces(calling)； 
i f ( ( c r = 1 3 s t a t e _ I n i t ( c a l l i n g , c e i , 1 ) ) = - 1 2 8 ) { 
if (outfile) fprintf(stream,"cr hunt error\n")； 
e x i t ( l ) ; >； 
//initialize first event 
if (outfile) f p r i n t f ( s t r e a m , " S c h e d u l e a DL一ESTABLISH REQUEST event\n"); 
dl e s t a b l i s h ( c a l l i n g , c e i , & i d 2 t e i [ c a l l i n g ] ) J 
init call《cei,calling,cr,called); 
t e r m ~ s i d e = ( t e r m party 1-calling); 
terminate c a l l (Eerm一party, c r , 300, t e r m 一 s i d e ) / / s c h e d u l e disconnect event 
u t i m e r ( T J O 3 , S T A R T , c r ) ; 一 
} 一 
void tm init《） 
{ 一 
int i,j ; 
for (1二0; K M A X I D ; i++) 
for (j=0; j<MAXCR; j++) < 
cr(i][j]=IDL E ; >； 
for (j=0; j<MAXCR; j++) //for network layer (user) to indicate CONN have 
c o n n e c t e d ( j l = F A L S E ; // been sent 
for (i=0; K M A X I D ; i++> 
for (j=0; j<MAXCES; j++) { 
ces[i][j�】-IDLE; >； 
11 the first node of the following queues are dummy 
13cb heads(L3CB *)malloc(sizeof(L3CB))； //dummy 1st node 
13cb"head->link=NULL; 
12cb一head=(L2CB *)malloc(sizeof(L2CB)); 
12 c b ~ h e a d - > 1 i n k = N U L L ; 
tmq H e a d = ( T M Q NODE * ) m a l l o c ( s i z e o f ( T M Q ^ N O D E ) ) ; 
tmq"head->lin]c=NULL; 
ref~no=0; //tmq node reference n o . 
sim~time=0； > 一 
void main() 
{ int x,y; //x-y coordinates 
int attr; //display attributes . , . 
int delayfac; //delay factor for displaying message flow 
char sendfile[2 ； 
char str buffer 12]； 






attr=《（attr)<<4> + LIGHTGREEN; 
textattr(attr); 
？ p r i n t f r ^ ^ ' ISDN MESSAGE FLOW SIMULATION 
gotoxy(1,3); 
printf("INTERFACE l:\n"); 
p r i n t f ( " - ID-1, DN=7651100, TEI=5\n\n"); 
printf("INTERFACE 2:\n")? 
p r i n t f ( " - ID«2, DN=8761200, TEI« l l \n" ) ; 
p r i n t f ( " - ID=3, DN=8761300, TEI=12\n")； 
p r i n t f ( " - ID=4, DN«8761400, TEI=13\n"); 




//INPUT ID FOR CALL TYPE DETERMINATION 
printf("CALL CONFIGURATION SELECTION:-\n">; 
printf("TYPE»1 FOR NORMAL CCITT CALL CONNECTION\n")；� 、�
p r i n t f r T Y P E » 2 FOR CUSTOMER SPECIFIED INTERNAL CALL C O N N E C T I O N \ n " ) ; 
printf("INPUT CALL CONNECTION TYPE : ")； 
x»wherex()-2; y=wherey()； 




if ( c a l l t y p e « 0 | c a l l t y p e > M A X T Y P E ) { 
p r i n t f ( " % c " , 7 ) ; 
t e x t a t t r ( 1 5 3 ) ; 
g o t o x y ( 3 5 , 2 0 ) ; 
S p r i n t f ( " I N V A L I D I N P U T I")； 
d e l a y ( 5 0 0 ) ; 
g o t o x y ( 3 5 , 2 0 ) ; 
t e x t a t t r ( O ) ; 
clreol()； 
gotoxy(x,y)； printf(" ")； 
\ • 
} w h i l e ( c a l l t y p e « 0 | |calltype>MAXTYPE); 
if Icalltvpe==l) 
、 p r i n t f ( " \ n I N T E R F A C E S 1 A N D 2 A R E D I F F E R E N T I N T E R F A C E " ) ; 
e l s e p r i n t f ( " \ n I N T E R F A C E S 1 A N D 2 A R E S A M E I N T E R F A C E " ) ; 
//END OF CALL TYPE DETERMINATION 
p r i n t f ( " \ n I N P U T C A L L I N G P A R T Y ID : ")； 
x ^ w h e r e x ( ) - 2 ; y = w h e r e y ( ) ; 
do { 
gfS?f((，4【),；str jDuffer[0�=getch()); 
calling=atoi(str b u f f e r ) ; 
if ( c a l l i n g « o n c a i l i n g > M A X I D ) { 
p r i n t f ( " % c " , 7 ) ; 
t e x t a t t r ( 1 5 3 ) ; 
g o t o x y ( 3 5 , 2 0 ) ; 
c p r i n t f ( " I N V A L I D I N P U T I")； 
d e l a y ( 5 0 0 ) ; 
g o t o x y ( 3 5 , 2 0 ) ; 
t e x t a t t r ( O ) ; 
c l r e o l O； ••、�
gotoxy(x,y)； printf(" )； 
}'while (calling==0||calling>MAXID); 
p r i n t f《” \ n I N P U T C A L L E D P A R T Y ID : ")； 
X二wherex()-2; y = w h e r e y ( ) ; 
do { 
gotoxy(x,y)； …… 
printf ( " * c " , s t r buffer(0]=getch())? 
if (called==0 called>MAXID | c a l l e d " c a l l i n g ) { 
printf《“毛口"，今）； 
textattr(153)； 
g o t o x y ( 3 5 , 2 0 ) ; 
c p r i n t f ( " I N V A L I D I N P U T I")? 




gotoxy(x,y); printf(" "); 
>'while (called»»0||called>MAXID||called==calling); 





I^ s ' ^ i r E e l J ^ ^ l a U y 1 »c.lled . . term partyl=calling) || 









gotoxy(x,y)； printf(" ")? 
>'while ( (calledI ==5 && term party l«called && term party I =calling) | 
(called»«5 && (term一part7«011 term一party>-5> > T ; 
for < i < 6 ; i + + > { 
printf ("\nSTATUS OP ID»%d (I/B) default»I: I J.)； 
gotoxy(wherex()-2,y=wherey()); 
printf("%c",str bufferf1]=getch()); 





p r i n t f ( " \ n D E L A Y FACTOR ( 0 - 9 ) : 0 ")； 














gotoxy(x,y)； printf(" ")； 
\ • 
}'while (delayfac<0 || delayfac>9>; 
printf ("\nSEND MESSAGE TO FILE ？ (default=N) : N ••) ? 
gotoxy(wherex()-2,y^wherey()); 
printf("%c",sendfile(0]=getch()); 
i f ( o u t f i l e = ( s e n c l f i l e [ 0 � � , y , I J [ s e n d f i l e [ 0 ] « ’ Y , " < 
p r i n t f ( " \ n I N P U T F I L E N A M E : ”？ 
gotoxy(wherex(>-2,y二wherey()); 
scanf("*s",&str一buffer); 
streain=fopen (str_buf f er, "w+"); >； -
Initialize(); 
showconfig()； 






malce call (calling, called, term一party); 
tm(delayfac)； //start test manager 
outtextxy(MaxX/2-60, MaxY-30, "PRESS ANY KEY TO C O N T I N U E " . " ) ; 
getch(); 
cIosegraph()； 
if (outfile) { 
fclose(stream)； >； 











gotoxy(x,y); printf(" ")； gotoxy(x,y); 
>‘while (Str buffer(l]l = 'n'&&str_buffer【1】！ = •N,&&str_buffer[1】！-•y•&&str_buffer[1】！ 
> while (3tr:buf f er ( l ] « ' y ' | j s t r 二 buff er [ 1 � • Y • ) ; 
> 
//module: STATE.C 





extern unsigned int 
cr[MAXID+l�[MAXCR+1], / /CR t a b l e s 
ces[MAXID+l�[MAXCES+1】， / /CES t a b l e s 
id2“i[MAXID+l】， " i d to tei conversion 
tei2id[MAXTEI+l】； //tei to id conversion 
extern int status[MAXID+1]; //IDLE or BUSY 
unsigned int int buffer,-
extern int called, calling, answer; 
extern FILE *stream; //message output 
Ixllln inl connected(MAXCR-Kl]; //flag indicating CONN have been sent 
extern long int sim time; //simulation time; also used as y-coordinates for d Ixtlln L3CB *13cb head; //layer 3 control block queue head 
extern L2CB *12cb"head; //layer 2 control block queue head 
SxtIrS unsigned int orig cr[MAXCRl,term cr[MAXCR]; //network incoming-outgoing cr map 
u n s i g n e d i n t or ig一ces[MAXCES ] , term_cesTMAXCES]; 
void network N( int id, CEI DLCI cei__value, 
PRIMITIVE primitive, PARAHETER parameter) 
{ L3CB *cb一ptr, *tmp一cb一ptr, *tmp, *tmpl; 
L2CB *12cb ptr; 一 一 & 
int not found=l, state, remote—id? 
unsigned int cr, cr flag; 
int msg len=4; //default message length - 4 
unsigneH char chid; 
L3MESS msg, new msg; 
IE CHAIN NODE *Ie一tmp, 一 p t r ; 
CET一DLCI一cei; 一 
int~cb released=0; 
int ouE state=l; ‘ 
int terS一cat; //terminating category 
switch (primitive.name) { 
！ r t o u t T i l e f fprintf (stream, "L3N DATALINK ESTABLISH INDICATION\n\n")； 
break; 
case DL DATA: 
cb ptr=T3cb head; 
cr«((int)*(parameter.content+2))&0x007 f； 八汽…、、， 
c r j l a g « (( (int) * (parameter • content+2 >) & 0 x 0 0 8 0 ) » 7 ； 
//invert CR flag 
if (cr flag=«ORIG) 
cr fTag=DEST; 
else"" 
c r _ f l a g « O R I G ; 
//search control block, index=id + CR + CR flag 
while (cb ptr->linkl=NULL && not_found) { 
if (cb ptr->lin)c->id=«id && 
cb pEr->link->cr==cr && 




else cb_ptr«cb_pt r->1ink; >； 
if (not_found) { 
//search for control block with same CR; 
cb ptr»13cb head; ^ , , , 
while (cb pEr->linki-NULL && not一found) { 
if (cb ptr->link->id««id && 
cb p€r->link->cr==cr && 
c b : p t r - > l i n k - > c r _ f l a g -二 c r _ f l a g ) 
not_found=0; 
else -
cb_ptr 翼 cb 一 ptr 一 >linJc? 
} t 
if (not found) { //point to point; create a new control b l o c k 
cb p t r = T 3 c b head; 
w h i l e (cb_p€r->link！=NULL) cb ptr=cb_ptr->link; 
tmp=(L 3 C B''* ) m a l l o c ( sizeof ( L 3 C 5 ) ) ； 一 




t m p - > c e i = c e i value; //cei passed from layer 2 
t m p - > l i n k = N U r L ;� 』 ： 洲 " 
cb_ptr->linlc=tmp; //append to end of CB queue 




tmp->cr flag=cb p t r - > l i n k - > c r _ f l a g ; 
t m p - > s t a t e = c b p E r - > l i n k - > s t a t e ; 




®^term c e s [ c e i value.ces_tei】=term c e s [ c b _ p t r - > l i n k - > c e i . c e s _ t e i ] ; 
orig:ces(terS一ces[cei一 Value•ces_€ei)]=cei_value.ces一tei; > ； 一 一 
t m p - > l i n k = N U L L ; 
cb ptr=13cb head; 八 ‘ ^ ^ . , 
w h i l e (cb p€r->linJci=NULL) cb一ptr=cb_ptr->link; 




//CURRENT CONTROL BLOCK IS POINTED BY "cb ptr->link" // 
丨丨丨丨丨I丨丨I丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨I丨m丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨 
//get m e s s a g e from the frame which is passed from layer 2 
m s g = * ( ( L 3 M E S S *)parameter•content)； 
//re-generate I.E. chain . . - . . 
ie p t r« re generate_ie(parameter .content+4, parameter . length-4) ; 
//control一state transition 
s t a t e = c b _ p t r - > l i n k - > s t a t e ; 
switch (state) { 
case 0: //NULL 
switch (msg.msg_type) { 
case SETUP REQ:_ 
汽 丄 f “ ? ? ： 盟 , 冗 ！ i n 专 a t e %d CR«%d(%d, SETUP REQUEST\n",state,cr 
//edit SETUP m e s s a g e 
new_msg•msg一type-SETUP； 
new:msg•cr=cr； 
m s g ~ l e n = 4 ; 
//search BEARER C A P . I.E. 
i h l l e ^ I i e ~ t m p - > i e _ t y p e I - B E A R E R一C A P && i e Jimp1=NULL) 
ie tmp« ie"tmp->1ink； 
//copy B E S R E R c a p I . E . 
newjnsg.ie_ptr= ie_copy(&msg_len,ie_tmp); 
//edit CHANNEL ID I.E. , 
new_msg. ie一ptr->link=chidedt(&insg_len, 1) ? 
//search CALLED NUM I.E. 
ie tmp=ie ptr; ^ , _ , 
w h i l e (ie:?mp->ie_type i=CALLED_NUM && ie_tmpI-NULL) 
ie tmp= ie^tmp->1ink; 
//copy CATLED NUM I.E. ^ , 
new_msg.ie_ptr->link->link=ie_copy(&msg_Ien,le^tmp); 
dl data req(new msg,msg_len,id,cei_value); 
n timerTT303,STSRT,cr)；" 
c5_ptr->link->state»6; 
}; II if ( c r _ f l a g « O R I G ) 
break; " 
case SETUP: 
^^if^'^outfilerfprintfC stream, "LSN STATE 0 CR=%d(%d) SETUP INDICATION\n\n" , cr, c 
//terminating analysis 
term cat»termanl(ie ptr)； 
mm 
switch (term cat) { 
case 128: 7/no called num I.E. 
case 129: //vacant DN 
case 130: //called party busy 




dl Hata req(new msg,msg len,id,cb ptr->link->cei); 
ceI=cb_ptr->linTc->cei; "//save e e l for index to 12cb queue 
clear cr(NET,cr); 
c l e a r ~ c e s ( N E T , c b ptr->link->cei.ces tei)； 
tmpl=cb ptr->Iinlc; 7/ dispose node 
c b _ p t r - > l i n k = c b _ p t r - > l i n k - > l i n k ; 




default： //terminatin O . K . 
cei.sapi=cb ptr->linlc->cei.sapi; ^ . . 
if (term caEl二127) { //broadcast need not establish 
cei•ces tei=hunt一ces(NET); 
int bufTer=term cat; 
d l _ e s t a b l i s h ( N E T , c e i , & i n t _ b u f f e r ) ; 
} 一 
else { 
cei.ces_tei=0; //for b r o a d c a s t , ces=0 
>； “ 
if ((term cr[cr]=hunt cr(NET))==128) { 
if (outTile) fprintl(stream,"cr hunt error\n"); 
e3cit《l) 
y • 
orig erf term cr(cr)]=cr; / / c r mapping 
t e r n r c e s [ c e i _ v a l u e . c e s tei】=cei.ces tei,. . 
orig二ces(terS一ces[cei^value•ces一tejJ�】=cei一value•ces一tei; 
L u L ! J 』 . m i J r L ! 湖 M " " " l l ? 灿 丄 t o terminating n e t w c . 
new二 msg•msg_type=SETUP_REQ; 
//edit I . E . 
ie_tmp=ie_ptr； 
//search BEARER C A P . I.E. . 
w h i l e (ie tmp->ie type I-BEARER一CAP && le一tmp!:NULL) 
ie tmp=Te_tmp->Tink； 
msg T e n - 4 ; 一 
//copy BEARER CAP I.E. 
n e w _ m s g . ie_ptr=ie__copy (&msg_len, le一tmp); 
//edit CHANNEL ID I.E. , 
new^msg.ie_ptr->link=chidedt(&msg_len,1)； 
//search CALLED NUM I.E. 
w h I l 2 ^ a H m p - > i e typel=CALLED_NUM && ie_tmpi:NULL) 
ie tmp»Ie tmp->Tink; 
//copy CALLED NUM I.E. ^ , 
n e w _ m s g . i e _ p t r - > l i n k - > l i n k = i e _ c o p y ( & m s g _ l e n , j.e_tmp); 
new msg.ie ptr->link->link->link«NULL; 
intra_net(RET,new_msg,msg一len,cei)? 
€ + 前 ? M ifftrmnwrthi ^rht—rifri i/i'i 
new m s g . c r = c r ; 
new:msg•msg_type=CALL_PROC_REQ; 
//edit I.E. 
msg len»4; , 
new"msg.ie ptr=chidedt (&msg_len, 3); … 一 
intra net(NET,new msg,msg_len,cei_value)； " t o self network 
cb_ptr->linJc->sta€e=l; _ 
break; 
> ; / / s w i t c h (term_cat) >； “ 
break; 
>； / / sw i t ch msg一type 
break; _ 
case 1: //CALL INITIATED 
switch (msg.msg type) { , ^  
c ase CALL PROC一貼Q: //proceeding request from self network 
if /c r Tlaa==DEST) { 
I f ( o u€file) f p r i n t f S t r e a m , " L 3 N S T A T E 1 C R - % d { % d ) P R O C E E D I N G R E Q U E S T \ n " , c r , c r _ 
new m s g . c r = 0 x 8 0 [ cr; 
new一msg•msg type=CALL_PROC； 
ie_p€r； 一 
//search CHANNEL ID I.E. 
w h i l e (ie tmp->ie type I=CHANNEL_ID && ie_tmpI=NULL) 
i e tmp=Te_tmp->Tink; 一 一 
chid三*(ie tSp->octet一ptr+2)； 
//negotiaEe(&chid)； 一 
cb p t r -> l ink->ch idsch id ; 
new msg.ie ptr=chidedt(&msg一len,cb一ptr->link->chid>; 






case 3: //OUTGOING CALL PROCEEDING 
case^^ERT^REQ?"^^^/ / ALERTING REQUEST from remote network 
i f (oS^f i l i r f p r i n t f ( stream, "L3N STATE 3 CR=%d(%d) ALERTING REQUEST\n" , c r ,cr_f 1 
new一msg.msg t y p e = A L E R T ; 
n e w ~ m s g . c r = n x 8 0 c r ； 、 ， . 、 一 • 
new-msg.ie ptr « c h i d e d t (Simsg^len,cb p t r -> lxnk->chid) ; 
dl Hata req(new m s g , m s g _ l e n , id, cb_ptr->linJc->cei); 
c b 3 p t r - > l i n k - > s f a t e = 4 ; 




case 4: //CALL DELIVERED 
c a s r c O N r R E Q ^ ^ - Z / S E T U P RESPONSE (conn request from remote network) 
^ ^ f ‘‘ (outf i l e ^ f p k n t f (stream, "L3N STATE 4 CR«%d(%d) SETUP RESPONE\n" , c r , cr_f la 
new一msg.msg type«CONN; 
new""msg. cr=TJx80 丄 cr 
new一msg.ie ptr=NuLL; , . , 




> ； , 
break; 
case 6: //CALL PRESENT 
switch (msg.msg一 type) { 
case ALERT; 一 
(outf p k n t f (stream, "LSN STATE 6 CR=%d(%d) ALERTING INDICATION\n\n" , c 
n_t imer(T303,STOP,cr); 
//ALERTING REQUEST to remote network 
newjnsg•msg^typesALERT^REQ； 
new~msg.cr=orig c r � c r � T 
ceiTsapi=cei v a l u e . s a p i ; 
cei .ces一 te i=5rig c e s ( c e i _ v a l u e . c e s _ t e i ) ; 
new msgTie ptr=NULL; 
i n t r a net (IlET,new msg,msg_len,cex)； 
n tiiner(T301,START,cr)；“ 
c5 ptr ->l ink->sta te=7； 
} ； ： 
break; 
case CALL一PROC: 
if ( L t f i l e t ^ f p r i n J f (stream, "L3N STATE 6 CR»%d(%d) CALL PROCEEDING INDICATION\n\ 
n timer(T303,STOP,cr); 
rTtimer(T310,START,cr); 
cB p t r ->l ink->8ta te=9 ? 
break; 
>； 
b r e a k ; 
case 7: // CALL RECEIVED 
switch (msg.msg_type) { 
case CONN: 
^^ i f ' ^^ou t f i l e?^ fpr in t f ( s t r eam,"L3N STATE 7 CR=%d(%d) CONN INDICATION(SETUP CONF 
n _ t i m e r ( T 3 0 1 , S T O P , c r ) ; 
//CONN REQUEST to remote network 
new__msg • msg_type=CONN REQ; 
new一msg.cr-orig c r ( c r j ; 
ceiTsapi=cei_vaIue.sapi； 
cei•ces_tei=orig ces(cei一value.ces一tei�】； 
new m s g T i e ptr=NULL; 一 
intra_net(NET,new一msg,msg一len,cei); 
//CONN ACK REQUEST to self network 
new msg.cr=crT0x80; 
new'msg.msg_type=CONN_ACK_REQ； //conn ack request 
new""msg. ie ptr=NULL; 一 
i n t r a net(NET,new msg,msg一len,cei一value)? 
cb_ptr->l ink->sta€e=8; 
//search control block with same CR & CR一flag? 
//and send REL REQ to such entity 
tmp cb p t r = 1 3 c B head; 
w h i l e T t m p cb p E r - > l i n k ! = N U L L ) { 
if (tmp cb p t r - > l i n k - > i d = = i d && 
t m p cE p€r- > l i n k - > c r ~ c r && 
tmp cb"ptr->link->cr flag==cr flag && 
tmp cb p t r -> l ink l=cb"pt r -> l in lc && /^excluding c u r r e n t V 
t m p ; c b ; p t r - > l i n k - > c e I . c e s _ t e i l - 0 /^excluding broadcast CES*/ ) { 
new msg.cr=crI 0x80; 
new~msg•msg_type=REL_REQ； 
s i m - t P ; / / a v o i d overlapping in output , d i sp lay purpose only 
i n t r a net (NET, new msg,msg len,tmp_cb ptr->l ink->cea.) ; 
t e r m c e s【 o r i g c e s f c e i v a l u e . c e s j i e i j T - c e i一 v a l u e . c e s一 t e i ? 
tmp cb ptr->llnk->sta€e»ll; >； -
tmp 一 cb_pt r=tinp 一 cb 一 pt r->l ink ； 
> ； 
>； 
b r e a k ; >； 
break; 
case 8: //CONNECT REQUEST 
case^CONN^ACK^REQT^^}/CONN^ACK REQUEST 
if 丨 s t r e a m , "L3N STATE 8 CR»%d(%d) CONN_ACK REQUEST\n" , c r , cr_f I 
new_msg•cr=cr； 
n e w : m s g . i e p t r=NULL; 
new~~ms9. m s g type«CONN_ACK ； 
dl 3ata reqjnew m s g , m s g _ l e n , i d , c e i _ v a l u e ) ; 




case 9: //INCOMING CALL PROCEEDING 
switch (msg.msg一type) { 
case ALERT: _ 
if toutf i T e ) ^ f p S n t f (stream, "LSN STATE 9 CR«%d(%d) ALERT INDICATION\n" , c r , cr一f la 
n timer(T310,STOP,cr); 
n~t imer(T301,START,cr); 
II ALERTING REQUEST to remote network 
new_msg•msg_type=ALERT_REQ； 
new-msg.cr=orig c r � c r � T 
ceiTsapi=cei value.sapi; 
cei.ces一tei-orig ces[cei__value• ces_tei】•• 
new msgTie ptraNULL; 一 
intra net(HET,new m 8 g , m 8 g _ l e n , c e i ) ; 
c b p t r - > l i n k - > 8 t a € e « 7 ； 
break; 
break; 
case 10: //ACTIVE 
switch� 《msg.msg_type) { 




n e w _ m s g . c r = c r 0x80; 
new"msg. msg__type=D I SCON ; 
new一msg.ie ptr^NULL; 
dl Hata req(new msg,msg_len,id,cb_ptr->link->cei); 
n t i m e r ( T l 0 5 , s t a r t , c r )； 一 
•cb一ptr->link->state=12； 
break; 
case DISCON: //DISCONNECT INDICATION� 、、�
If (outfile) fprintf(stream,"L3N STATE 10 CR=%d(%d) DISC INDICATION\n\n",cr,cr_ 
//DISC REQUEST to remote network 
if (cr_flag==ORIG) { 
new m s g . c r ^ o r i q c r ( c r ) ； 
ce iTces一tei-orI§_ces(cei一value•ces_tei]; 
} 一 -
else { 代内^^ 
new msg.cr^term cr[cr] 9x80; 
cei7ces_tei=term_ces(cei_value.ces^tei】？ 
cei.sapi=cb_ptr->link->cei•sapi; 
n e w _ _ m s g . m s g ~ t y p e = D I S C _ R E Q ; 
new""msg. ie ptr=NULL; " , 
i n t r a ^ n e t ( N E T , n e w _ m s g , m s g ^ l e n , c e i )； " t o r e m o t e s i d e n e t w o r k 






new一msg.ie ptr=NULL; , . , . ^ , 




case 11: //DISCONNECT REQUEST 
switch (msg.msg一type) { 
^ u t f i l e ) fprintf(stream,"L3N STATE 11 CR=%d(%d) REL一COM INDICATION\n\n",cr' 
clear cr(NET,cr)； … 、�clear"ces(NET,cb ptr->link->cei.ces_tei); 
dl releasee id, cb"'ptr->link->cei)； ,汽 ^ 
c k - c b ® p t r - > l i n k = > c e i； //save cei for index to 12cb queue 





c ” ? 盟 E f i ? : ) STATE 11 CR=%d(%d) REL REQUEST\n" , cr, cr_f lag); 




new"msg .msg t y p e = R E L ; 
new""msg. ie ptr=NULL; , 、�






case 12: //DISCONNECT INDICATION 
switch (msg.msg_type) < 
""^If ^ S i f i i e ) fprintf (stream, "L3N STATE 12 CR.%d(%d) REL INDICATION\n\n" , cr, cr_f 
n_t imer(T3 0 5,STOP,c r)； 
n timer(T306,STOP,cr)； i l (cr flag==ORIG) 
n e w _ m s g . c r = c r ; 
e l s e 
new m s g . c r = c r 0x80; 
nevTmsg•msg一type=REL_COM; 
n e w ~ m s g . i e _ p t r = N U L L ; 
dl H a t a req(new msg,msg一len,id,cb ptr->Link->cei)； 
cel=cb_ptr->linlc->cei; 一 / / s a v e e e l for index to 12cb queue 
clear cr (NET, cr) 
c l e a r " c e s ( N E T , c b p t r - > L i n k - > c e L . c e s tei); 
tmpl=cb ptr->linlc; 7/ dispose node 
cb_ptr->link=cb_ptr->linlc->link; 
cb~reiease d = l ; 一 
free(tmpl)； 
o u t _ s t a t e = 0 ; 
b r e a k ; 
break; 
case 19: //RELEASE REQUEST 
switch (msg.msg一type) { 
if ^ t o S f l l e ^ fprintf (stream, " L a N S T A T E 19 C R - % d ( % d ) R E L一 C O M I N D I C A T I O N \ n \ n " , cr, 
n t i m e r ( T 3 0 8 , S T O P , c r ) ; 
c l ea r cr(NET,cr)； 
clear一ces(NET,cb_ptr->link->cei.ces__tei); 
dl release(id,cb"ptr->link->cei)； l ‘ 
cel=cb p t r - > l i n k = > c e i ; //save cei for index to 12cb queue 
t m p l : c E � t r - > l i n k ;� . 、 … “ d i s p o s e node 
cb:ptr-5iink=cb一ptr->link->link? 




b r e a k ; 
}； 
if (p r imi t ive . type== IND&&out__state) { 
if (cb released) ^ , , 
state^U; //control block have been released 





//for displaying purpose (find destination id to determine direction) 
not found=l; 
12cB ptr=12cb head; 
if /"5f( icb p t r : > l i n k - > c e i . c e s tei)*/ (0) . . 
r e m o t e ^ I d = t e i 2 i d ( 1 2 7 ] ; //broadcast, no L2 control block 
^ ^ w h i l e (12cb ptr->linkl=NULL && not_found) { 
if (I2cb ptr->linlc->id==id && 
12cb p€r->link->cei.sapi=«cei.sapi && 
12cb~ptr->link->cei•ces一tei»«cei•ces，tei) { 
remote_id«tei2id(12cb_ptr->Link->dlci.ces_teil; 
not^^f ound«0 ； — 
e l s e 1 2 c b _ p t r » 1 2 c b _ p t r - > l i n k ; > ； “ 一 
J, • 
show_state(state,id,remote一id,aim一tiroe-2*L2L); > ； “ 
free ie chain(ie ptr); //free memory occuiped by i® chain 




void network U( int id, CEI DLCI cei_value, 
PRIMITIVE p r i m i t i v e , PARAHETER parameter) 
{ L3CB *cb_ptr, *tmp, *tmpl; 
int not foundal, state; 
unsigneH int c r , cr flag; . 
int m s g len-4; //default message length - 4 
unsigned char chid; 
L3MESS m s g , newjnsg? 
IE CHAIN NODE *ie一tmp, * ie_pt r ; 
C E T DLCI一cei; "“ 
int~cb r e l e a s e d = 0 ; 
int ou€_state=l; 
switch (primitive.name) { 
case DL ESTABLISH:� 、�、 „ 
^f (outTile) fprintf(stream, " L 3 U ID=%d: DATALINK ESTABLISH INDICATION . \ n \ n " , i d ) ; 
break; 
case DL DATA: ., 
//if (outfile) fprintf(stream,"L3U ID=%d: DL_DATA\n",Ld); 
cb ptr=13cb head; 
c r = ( ( i n t ) * ( p a r a m e t e r . c o n t e n t + 2 ) ) & 0 x 0 0 7 f ; 
cr n a g = ( ( (int) * (parameter • content+2) ) & 0x0080) >>7? 
if"(cr flag==ORIG) 
c r _ f T a g = D E S T ; 
e l s e " 
cr一flag二ORIG； 
w h i l e (cb p t r - > l i n k l = N U L L && not一found) { 
if (cb p t r - > l i n k - > i d = = i d && 
cb 一 pEr->lin)c->cr=二cr) { 
state=cb p t r - > l i n k - > s t a t e ; 
not_foun3二0? 
else c b _ p t r = c b _ p t r - > l i n k ; >； 一 一 
if (not found) { //incoming call, create a control block 
tmp=(i:3CB *)malloc(sizeof (L3CB)); 
tmp->id=id; 
t m p - > c r = c r ; 
tmp->cr flag=cr flag; 
t m p - > c e T = c e i value？ 
tmp->state«OT 
^ S ^ ^ t r ^ S f i n k i t ^ p ; //append to end of CB queue 
}； 
11111111111111111111" " " 11" " " 1111" IU 丨 L" "、U U、J "J, 
//CURRENT CONTROL BLOCK IS POINTED BY "cb ptr->link" // 
Z//巧彷巧 / 芳!坊/，》?/////////////////////7////////////// 
m s Q s * ( ( L 3 M E S S *)parameter.content)； 
^g^pti.ire__generate_Le (parameter • c o n t e n t + 4 , parameter • length-4); 
state=cb p t r - > l i n k - > s t a t e ; 
/ / c o n t r o l state transition 
switch (state) { 
case 0: //NULL 
switch (msg.msg一type) < 
i r t o u ^ f U； ) fprintf (stream, "L3U STATE 0 ID=%d CR=%d《％d): SETUP INDICATION\n\n-
w h l l e ^ T i e"tmp - > i e t y p e l = C H A N N E L _ I D & & i e _ t m p I = N U L L > 








//"new m s g . m s g type=ALERT REQ; 
newjnsg•msg_type=CALL_PROC_REQ； 
new~msg.ie_ptr=NULL;— 
//check if point-to-point datalink is established 
if (!check dl estab (id, SAPI, ici2tei[ id])) { 
//establish一p-to-p datalink 
cei.sapi=SAPI; 
cei.ces tei=hunt ces(id)； 
cb~ptr->link->cei»cei; //switch to point to point datalink 
Sim tiroe+=2*P2P; //wait for establish 
y . ~ 




case 1: //CALL INITIATED 
switch (msg.msg^type) { 
i f ^ t o S ^ i T e ) fprintf( stream, "L3U STATE 1 ID=%d CR=%d(%d) CALL_PROC INDICATION\n 
u t i m e r ( T 3 0 3 , S T O P , c r ) ; 
u一timer (T310 ,START,cr); 
c5_ptr->linlc->state=3 ； 
break; 
if (outfile)‘fprintf(stream,"L3U STATE 1 ID=%d CR=%d(%d) REL_COM INDICATION\n\n 
u一 t i m e r ( T 3 0 3 , S T O P , c r ) ; 
clear cr(id,cr)； 
c l e a r " c e s ( i d , c b p t r - > l i n k - > c e i . c e s _ _ t e L ) ; 
dl release ( id, c5 ptr->lin]c->cei)； 





> ； , 
break; 
case 3: //OUTGOING CALL PROCEEDING 
switch (msg.msg一type) { 





case 4: //CALL DELIVERED 
switch (msg.msg一type) { 
i t ® T o S ? f i l e ) f p r i n t f ( s t r e a m , " L 3 U S T A T E 4 I D = % d C R = % d ( % d ) C O N N I N D I C A T I O N \ n \ n ' M 
if ( c r _ f l a g = « O R I G ) 
new_msg.cr=cr; 
else " I 
new msg.cr«0x80 丄 cr? 
new msg.msg type«c6NN ACK; ‘ ‘ 、 ， . u、 -





case 6: //CALL PRESENT 
switch (msg.msg type) < 




else — , 
new^msg.cr=0x80 J cr; 
new msg.msg type=ALERT; ^ u . 
new'msg.ie ptr=chidedt (&msg l e n , c b _ _ p t r - > l i n k - > c h i d ) , 
d l _ a a t a _ r e q ( n e w _ m s g , m s g _ l e n 7 i c i , c b _ p t r - > l L n k - > c e i ) ; 






new~msg. i e__p t r=NULL;"“ 
m s g一 l e n = 4 ;一� .� 、�
intra net(id,new_msg,msg len,cei_value); 
cb__ptr->link->state=7 ； 一 
break; 
i f ^ o S ^ i T e r f P ^ n t f (stream, "L3U STATE 6 ID=%d CR=%d(%d) CALL PROCEEDING REQUE 




new_msg.cr«0x80 c r ; 
new m s g . m s g _ t y p e = C A L L PROC； 
new~msg.ie_ptr=chided€(&msg_len,cb_ptr->link->chid)； 
cil_Hata_req(new__msg,msg_len7id#cb_ptr->link->cei)； 
II a l e r t r e q u e s t to self network layer 
if (cr flag==ORIG) 
n e w ~ m s g . c r = c r 0x80; 
e l s e -
new msg.cr=cr; 
n e v T m s g • m s g一 t y p e = A L E R T R E Q ; 
new:msg•ie_ptr=NULL; 
msg""len=4;~ . 





case 7: //CALL RECEIVED 
switch (msg.msg^type) { 
i r t o S t f i T ^ ^ f p r i n t f ( stream, "L3U STATE 7 ID=%d CR=%d(%d) CONN R E Q U E S T \ n ' M d , cr, 
if (丨connected[cr】）{ 
if (cr flag==ORIG) 
n e w _ m s g . c r = c r ; 
else 
n e w _ m s g . c r = 0 x 8 0 cr; 
new~msg.msg type=CONN；� . , ^ . . , , 
n e w ~ m s g . ie p t r « c h i d e d t (&msg_len, cb__ptr->Link->chid); 
dl H a t a req(new m s g , m s g _ l e n , id, cb_ptr->la.nlc->cei)； 
coHnect 各d[cr�】=TRUE,- “ 
u ti m e r ( T 3 1 3 , S T A R T , c r ) ; 
c E _ p t r - > l i n k - > s t a t e = 8 ; 
> ； “ 
break; 
i r ^ o u t f i l e ) f p r i n t f ( s t r e a m , " L 3 U S T A T E 1 1 I D = % d C R = % d ( % d ) R E L I N D I C A T I O N \ n \ n ' M 
if (cr_flag==ORIG) 
new_msg.cr=cr; 
else " I 
new m s g . c r = 0 x 8 0 丄 cr? 
newjnig•msg_type=REL_COM； 
new一msg. ie ptr=NULL; . ^  ^ ^ • ^ 、 一 “ • 
dl 3ata_req(new^msg,msg_len,id,cb_ptr->link->cei)； 
clear c F ( i d , c r ) T ,.一， 知 . 、�
clear一ces(id,cb p t r _ > l i n k _ > c e i • c e s tei); 
tmpl^cb ptr->link; // dispose node 







case 8: //CONNECT REQUEST 
switch (msg.msg一type) { 




？ r t o S ^ f i l e ) fprintf( stream, "L3U STATE 11 ID=%d CR=%d(%d) REL I N D I C A T I O N \ n \ n ' M 
if (cr一flag二-ORIG) 
new_msg.cr«cr; 
else - , 
new_msg.cr=0x80 丄 cr? 
new m s g • m s g _ t y p e = R E L _ C O M ; 
new一msg.ie p t r = N U L L ; ~ , 、� .、�
dl^Hata_req(new_msg,msg_len,id,cb_ptr->link->cei)； 
clear id,cr)T ,.一， ^ ., 
clear"ces(id,cb ptr->link->cei.ces_tei.)； 
tmpl=cb ptr->linlc; II dispose node 





//case timeout : { break }; 
}； 
break; 
case 9: //INCOMING CALL PROCEEDING 
switch (msg.msg一type) { 
if ^ t o S t f i l e ^ f printf (stream, "L3U STATE 9 ID=%d CR=%d(%d) ALERTING R E Q U E S T \ n % i d , 
II send ALE R T 
if (cr_flag==ORIG) 
new~msg.cr=cr; 
else - ^ 
new msg.cr=0x80 c r ; 
new一msg.msg type=ALERT； 
new一msg•；Le p t r = c h i d e d t ( & m s g ien,cb_ptr->lLnk->chid); 
dl_3ata_req(new_msg•msg一lerfTid,cb_ptr->link->cei); 
// CONN REQUEST to self network layer 
i f (cr flag==ORIG) 
new:msg.cr=cr 0x80; 
else 一 
new m s g . c r = c r ; nevTmsg • msg_type=CONN__REQ ; 
new~msg.ie_ptr=NULL; 
msg"len=4;" , . 
i n t r a net(id,new一msg,msg一len,cea•一value); 
cb_ptr->link->state=7； 
break; 
b r e a k ; 
case 10: //ACTIVE 
switch (msg.msg_type) { 





二 - ; 二 怨 n S 冗 S G s m s g l e n , N O R M A L C L E A R I N G )； 
dl H a t a req(new msg,msg_len,id,cb一ptr_>Tink->cei)? 
u E i m e r T T 3 0 5 , S T S R T , c r ) ; 
cB_ptr->linlc->state=ll; 
break; 
gstoSg??^丨 fprintf( stream, "LSU STATE 10 ID=%d CR=%d(%d) DISC INDICATION\n\n". 
/ / r e l r e q u e s t to self network layer 
if� 《cr flag==ORIG) 
new_msg.cr=cr 0x80; 
else -
new m s g . c r = c r ; 
new msg•msg_type«REL_REQ; 
n e w ' m s g . ie ptr=NULL;� 、 , . . ^ 




case 11: //DISC REQUEST 
switch (msg.msg_type) { 





new msg.cr=0x80 丄 cr,. 
new^msg•msg_type»REL_COM; 
new^msg.ie p t r s N U L L ; " .� . 、 内 公 < 、 • 
dl_3ata_req(new_msg,msg_len,id,cb_ptr->link->cei); 
c lea r cF(id,cr>T ^ . , 
clear"ces(id,cb ptr->link->ceL.ces tei) 
tmpl^cb ptr->link; , " dispose node 
cb_ptr->link»cb_ptr->link->linlc; 






case 12: //DISC INDICATION 
if (outfile) fprintf(stream,"L3U STATE 12 ID=%d CR=%d(%d) RELEASE REQUEST\n", id, 
switch (msg.msg_type) { 
case REL REQ:~ 
i f ( c r _ f T a g = = O R I G ) 
new__msg.cr=cr; 
e l s e 一 
new m s g . c r = 0 x 8 0 丄 cr; 
new m s g . m s g t y p e = R E L ; 
new"msg.ie p t r ^ c h i d e d t ( & m s g _ l e n , c b _ p t r - > l i n k - > c h i d ) ; 
dl H a t a req(new m s g , m s g _ i e n 7 i d , c b _ p t r - > l i n k - > c e i ) ; 
u €imerTT308,ST5RT,cr)；" 
c 5 _ p t r - > l i n k - > s t a t e = 1 9 ; 
break; 
break; 
case 19: //RELEASE REQUEST 
switch (msg.msg一type) { 
i r t o S f l l e r fprintf (stream, "L2\J STATE 19 ID=%d CR=%d(%d) REL_COM INDICATION\n\ 
u t i m e r ( T 3 0 8 , S T O P , c r ) ? 
clear cr(id,cr)； clear"ces(id,cb ptr->link->cei.ces__tei); 
d l r e T e a s e ( i d , c B p t r - > l i n k - > c e i ) ； … � „ � „ 由 







if / n r i m i t i v e . t y p e = = I N D & & o u t s t a t e ) { , 
if ^cb r e l L s e d ) state-。,, ' / / c o n t r o l block have been released 
else s€ate=cb p t r - > l i n k - > s t a t e ; 
show一state(state,id,NET,sim_time-2*L2L); 
>； 
free ie chain(ie ptr); //free m e m o r y occuiped by ie chain 
freelparameter.content)； //free m e m o r y occuiped by m e s s a g e 
break; >； 
> 
void datalink( int id, CEI_DLCI cei d l c i , 
PRIMITIVE p r i m i t i v e , PARAMETER parameter) 
{ 、 
L2CB * c b p t r , * t m p ; 
int not "founds 1; 
unsignea char *frame_ptr, *info ptr; ^ . 
unsiqned int c r, p , ctll, ctl2, c o u n t , new_Ld; 
CEI DLCI c e i , a i c i V //tempory variable for parameters passing 
PARSMETER para; 1 
PRIMITIVE prim; ^^ . ^ ^ ^ 
int bc__p2p; //O: b r o a d c a s t ; other ••point 垂 to—point 
cb一ptral2cb一head； 
switch (primitive.name) { 
case D L一 E S T A B L I S H : ; 
c a s e DL~DATA:； 
case D L : R £ L E A S E : ; 
II from network; "cei dlci" is cei . ‘ … ； r f … l i n k 
if (be p 2 p » c e i dlci.ces tei) {// c e s o O , point-to-point d a t a l i n k 
while J c b ptr->linkl=NUi:L && not一found) { 
i f ( c b p t r - > l i n k - > i d = = i d && 
cb"ptr->link->cei•ces_tei-=cei_dlci•ces^tei) { " c e i 
not一found=0? 
else cb_ptr«cb_ptr->link ？ >； “ 一 
if (not found) { //new call, create a control b l o c k 




tmpl>dici："li^ii't(Snifgned int Mparameter.content); //from disestablish pr 
t m p - > l i n k = N U L L ; 
cb ptr->Link=trap; //append to end of CB queue 
}； 一 
>； 
b r e a k ; 
//from p h y s i c a l layer; cei一dlci is d l c i 
case PH DATA: . 
if (cei d l c i . c e s tei!=127) { 
w h i l e (cb p t r - > l l n k ! = N U L L && not一found) { 
if ( c b ptr->link->id== i d & & 一 
cb p€r->link->dlci.sapi==cei_dlci.sapi && 
cb;2ptr->iink->dlci.ces_tei==cei_dlci.ces_teL) { //tei 
not_found=0? 
else cb_ptr=cb_ptr->linlc; 
} ； 一 一 
if (not found) { //new call, create a control block 
tmp=(E2CB *)malloc(sizeof(L2CB)); 
t m p - > i d = i d ; 
t m p - > s t a t e = 4 ; 
t m p - > c e i . s a p i - c e i dlci.sapi; 
tmp->cei.ce9 tei=Hunt_ces(id); 
t m p - > d l c i = c e T dlci; 
//append to end of CB queue 
b c _ p 2 p » l ; //indicates it is point-to-point 
> 一 
gc:p2p=0? //indicates it is broadcast 
break; 
>； 
//determine broadcast or p o i n t - t o - p o i n t datalink from t e i value 
if ( b e p2p=«0) { 
//3ata transfer state 
switch (primitive.name) < 
^ t r C o u E f i l e j f p r i n t f { stream, ••L2 BROADCAST ID»%d DL一DATA REQUEST\n" , id); 
d l c i . s a p i = c e i dlci.sapi; 
dlci.ces tei=T27; ^ . -
frame ptr=build frame(dlci, 0 , U I , 0 , 0 , 
" p a r a m e t e r T c o n t e n t , O x l d O e , 
p a r a m e t e r • l e n g t h , U)； 





} ； “ 
//transmit L2 frame, show m e s s a g e flow and state to output� 。�
broadcLt_f rame ( f rame_ptr, parameter. length+7, new一 id, id, dlci.sapi, 0 ) , 
break; 一 
case PH DATA: , ^ , … ， , " t t ^f^ma 





p a r a . l e n g t h ^ c o u n t ; 
priin.name=DL DATA; 
prim.type=INiy； 





switch (cb ptr->link->state) { 
case 4: 7/TEI ASSIGNED 
switch (primitive.name) { 
. c a g ? ？ou?f i l e " f p k n t f (stream, ••L2 STATE 4 ID=%d DL ESTABLISH REQUEST\n" , id 
fraiiiS ptribiild frain4(cb_ptr->link->dlci, 0 ' S A B M E ,。 , 0 ' 
N U L L , O x l d O e , 0 , U) 
if ( i d « N E T ) { 
new一id二tei2 id [ cb__ptr->link->dlci. ces一tei ]; 
> 一 “ 
else { 
n e w一 i d = N E T； 
\ •— 
tx frame(frame p t r , new一id, id, c b _ p t r - > l i n k - > d l c i , 
c b " p t r - > i i n k - > c e i . c e s _ t e i , 0, 0)； 
c b : p t r - > l i n k - > s t a t e = 5 
b r e a k ; 
case PH DATA: , ,,. ^ 
switcH ((*(parameter.content+3))&Oxef) { //frame type 
c a g f o u ^ i l e ) fprintf (stream, "L2 STATE 4 ID-%d SABME I N D I C A T I O N \ n \ n M d 
frame ptr=build_frame(cb_ptr->linlc->dlci, 1, U A , 0 , 0, 




i r i o u t f i l ^ ) fprintf (stream, "L2 STATE 4 ID=%d Transmit UA\n",id); 
t x J r a m e ( f r L n e _ p t r , new一id, id, cei一dlci,0,0,0); 
//indication to network 
c e i = c b _ p t r - > l i n k - > c e i ; 
para,content=NULL； 
p a r a . l e n g t h = 0 ; 
prim.naine=DL ESTABLISH; 
？ f ^ T o u t f i l e r ^ r i n t f (Stream, "L2 STATE 4 ID=%d DL一ESTABLISH INDICATION、�
dl ind《para, id, c e i , prim); 





case 5: //AWAITING ESTABLISHMENT 
switch (primitive.name) { 
s w i L ^ I r T p a r a m e t e r . c o n t e n t + 3 ) ) & O x e f ) { //frame type 
c”f Y ^ t f i l e ) fprintf (stream, "L2 STATE 5 ID«%d UA I N D I C A T I O N \ n \ n ' M d ) ; 
cei-cb一ptr->link->cei; 
p a r a . c o n t e n t = N U L L ; 
p a r a . l e n g t h = 0 ; 
prim.name=DL ESTABLISH; 
？ f ^ T o u t f i l e f f p r i n t f ( s t r e a m , " L 2 STATE 5 ID=%d DL_ESTABLISH INDICATION\n" 





case 6: // AWAITING RELEASE 
switch (primitive.name) < 
C2L88 P H D A T A s switch T(*(parameter.content+3))&Oxef) { //frame type 
i f ® T o u t k l e ) fprintf (stream, "L2 STATE 6 ID=%d UA I N D I C A T I O N \ n \ n ' M d ) ; 
//release control block 
tmp-cb ptr->link; . 
cb_ptr=>l inJc=cb_pt r->l ink->l ink ; 
frie{tmp)； 一 
break; 
} ； , 
break; 
break; 
case 7: // 
switch (primitive.name) { 
c a g fprintf(stream,-L2 STATE 7 ID=%d DL DATA R E Q U E S T \ n i d ) ; 
f r a i l i e ptr-biild_frami(cb_.ptr->link->dlci, 0' 0' 0' 0' 
p a r a m e t e r . c o n t e n t , O x l d O e , 
p a r a m e t e r . l e n g t h , I)； 
if ( i d « » N E T ) { _ , … ， 
new id«tei2id[cb pti:->link-><llci,ces_teaO ; 
> “ “ 
else { 
new一id=NET? > ； -
tx frame(frame一ptr, new一id, id, cb_ptr->Link->dlci, 
c b " p t r - > l i n k - > c e i . c e s _ t e i , 1 , 1 ) ; 
break; 
c ” ? ？ o u ^ i l e f ^ f p r i n t f ( S t r e a m , " L 2 S T A T E 7 I D = % d D L—R E L E A S E R E Q U E S T \ n " , i d )； 
frame ptr=buiid frame(cb ptr->link->dlci, 0, D I S C , 0, 0, 
parameter.consent, OxlHOe, parameter•length, U); 
if {id=二NET) 
new_id=te i2 id (cb_ptr->link->dlci . ces一 t e i�； 
else 
new Ld=NET； . ^ , , . 
。，。，0); / / c e i _ d L c . 
cb:ptr->link->itate=6? 
break; 
case PH DATA: ^ ^ 
//frame is pointed by “parameter.content 






if ^ T o u t f i l e ^ f p r i n t f (stream, "L2 STATE 7 ID=%d DL_DATA I N D I C A T I O N \ n M d ) ; 
dl ind(para, id, cei, prim)； __ « « 
f r ^ e ptr=build_frame(cb_ptr->link->dlca., 1, R R , 0, 0, 
N U L E , O x l d O e厂 
0, S ) ; 
if (id==NET) . j , . … ， 
new一id-tei2 i d [ c e i一 d l c i • c e s一 t e i � ; 
else -
if^toutf ilel' fprintf (Stream, "L2 STATE 7 ID=%d Transmit I(R\n% Ld) ; 
t x j r a m e ( f r a m e _ p t r , new^id, id, cei一dlci, 0, 0, 0 ) ; //cei_dlci is dlci 
} 
l i i t c h《 ( M p a r a m e t e r . c o n t e n t + 3 ) )S03cef) { //frame type 
i r T o S t f i l e ) fprintf (stream, "L2 STATE 7 ID=%d DISC I N D I C A T I O N \ n \ n ' M d ) 
frame ptr=build_frame(cb_ptr->link->dlci, 1 , U A , 0 , 0 , 
N U L L , OxldOe, 0 , U); 
if ( i d « N E T ) 
new_id=tei2id(cei_dlci.ces_tei]; 
else — -
if""Toutfill!' fprintf (stream, "L2 STATE 7 ID=%d Transmit UA\n",idj; 
t x J r ^ e ( f r L n e ^ p t r , ；iew_id, i d c e i一 d l c i , 0, 0, 0); //cei_dlci is dlci 
//release control block 
tmp»cb p t r -> l ink ; 
c b _ p t r : > l i n k = c b 一 p t r - > l i n l c - > l i n k ? 
free(tmp)； 一 
break; 






}； //switch point-to-point state 
>； > 
//module O U T P U T . C 
//SEND GRAPHICS OUTPUT TO SCREEN 
#include < 8 t d a r g . h > 
^ i n c l u d e < g r a p h i c s . h > 
^ i n c l u d e < d a t a . h > 
^include < m s g . h > 
#de£ine LEFT COLOR LIGHTGREEN 
#define RIGHT_COLOR LIGHTRED 
int GraphDriver; /* The Graphics device driver " 
int GraphMode; /* The Graphics mode value */ 
double AspectRatIo; /* Aspect ratio of a pixel on the screen*/ 
Xnl mIXX； MaxY; /* The maximum resolution of the screen */ 
iSt 二 i l 二 " The maximum # of (polors available */ 
int Errorcode； /* Reports any graphics errors */ 











/* Function prototypes */ 
” “ 
void Initialize(void)； 
int gprintf(int *xloc, int *yloc, char * f m t , … ) ； 
/* * / , 
/* initialize： Initializes the graphics system and reports */ 
/* any errors which o c c u r e d . */ 
/ * */ 
void Initialize(void) 









GraphDrivir = DETECT; “ Request auto-detection “ 
initgraph( SGraphDriver, SGraphMode, )} . . , 
Errolcode . graphresult(); ,�/二 Read result 
if/ Errorcode grOk )< " E r r o r occured during m i t */ 
p r i n t f r Graphics^Systim Error: % s \ n % grapherronnsg( ErrorCode ) )； 
exit( 1 ); 
> 
MaxColors « getmaxcolor() + 1; /* Read maximum number of c o l o r s " 
MaxX = getmaxx()； . 教 逸 逸 „ */ 
MaxY = g e t m a x y O； /* Read size of screen */ 
noi-aaneetratiof &xaso, &vasp ) ； /* read the hardware aspect */ 




^ setcolor(LIGHTGRAY)； ^^ 
line(xpos【TEA�】，50,xpos(TEA】，MaxY-，2)； 
1ine(xpos[NET],50,xpos[NET�】，MaxY-40); 
1 ine (xpos【TEB�】，50, xpos [ TEB�】，MaxJ^ -，2 ； 
line(xpos(TEC),50,xpos(TEC],MaxY-40 ； 
1 i n e (ocpos [ T E D�】，50, x p o s【 T E D�】，MaxY-42) ? 
8etcolor(YELLOW)； ^ 
o u t t e x t x y ( x p o s [ T E A】 - 1 0 , 3 0 , " T E A " ) ? 
switch (calltype) { 
SS??ex4xy(xpos[NET�-10, 30, "EXCH")； 
b r e a k ; 
SS??exixy(xpos[NET�-10, 30, "NTl")； 
break; 
o u t t e x t x y ( x p o s [ T E B ] - 1 0 , 3 0 , " T E B " ) ; 
outtextxy(xpos[TEC�-10, 30, "TEC")； 
outtextxy(xpos[TED�-10, 30, "TED"); 
s e t t e x t s t y l e ( 2 , 0 , 0 ) ; 
outtextxy(xpos[TEA�+2, 45, "0")厂 
o u t t e x t x y ( x p o s ( N E T ] + 2 , 4 5 , "0")； 
o u t t e x t x y ( x p o 3 [ N E T】 - 1 2 , 4 5 , " 0 " ) ? 
o u t t e x t x y ( x p o s [ T E B ] - 1 2 , 4 5 , ；;0"); 
o u t t e x t x y ( x p o s [ T E C】 - 1 2 , 4 5 , " 0 " ) ; 
o u t t e x t x y ( x p o s [ T E D】 - 1 2 , 4 5 , " 0 " ) ; 
> 
int gprintf( int *xloc, int *yloc, char * f m t , … ) 
{ va list argptr; /* Argument list pointer */ 
char strr1401; / ^ B u f f e r to build sting into */ 
int c n t r /* Result of SPRINTF for return */ 
va_start( argptr, fmt ); /* Initialize va_ functions */ 
cnt = vsprintf( str, fmt, argptr ); /* prints string to buffer */ 
oSttextx?( " x l o c , *yloc, str ); /* Send string in graphics mode */ 
"H丨'• ) > 2; /* Advance to next line V 
va一end( argptr ); /* Close va_ functions */ ) 
return( cnt )； /* Return the conversion count */ 
> 
void draw—arrow(int x l , int y l , int x 2 , int y 2 , int right) 
{ int color^save; 
color save=getcolor()； 








I i n e ( x l , y l , x 2 7 y 2 ) ; 
l i n e < x 2 , y 2 , x 2 + 5 , y 2 + 5 > 
l i n e ( x 2 , y 2 , x 2 + 5 , y 2 - 5 ) ? 
setcolor(color_save); 
> “ 
void show_atate(int state, int id, int remote_id, long int time) 






if (x>xpos(remote id】） 
//print state on ^ h e left 
x-«12; 
else 
x + = 2 ; 
y s t i m e ; 





int d e s t , 
long int t i m e , 
CEI DLCI d l c i , 
unsigned int cr, , … ， ,,. 










switch (calltype) { 
case 1: . .^, 
d r a w a r r o w ( x l , y l , x 2 , y 2 , r i g h t ) ; 
brealc; 
case 2: 














































case REL COM: 










d e f a u l t : 
draw a r r o w ( x l , y l , x 2 , y 2 , r i g h t ) ; 
breaTc; >； 
b r e a k ; >； 
switch (msg type) { 
case S E T U P : " s t r c p y (msg, •，SETUP"); 
c o u n t s e t - c o u n t s e t + 1 ; 
if (countset==l) setsapi=right; 
break; 
case ALERT: strcpy(msg,"ALERT"); break; 
case CONN : strcpy(msg,"CONN "); 
c o u n t c o n = c o u n t c o n + l ; 
break; 
case DISCON : strcpy(msg,"DISC ")； 
c o u n t d i s = c o u n t d i s + l ; 
b r e a k ; 
case REL : strcpy(msg,"REL “)； 
countrel二countrel+1? 
b r e a k ; 
case CALL PROC : strcpy(msg,"CALL一PRO">? 
coun[pro二countpro+i; 
case CONN A C K ： strcpy (msg, "CONN一ACK" ) 
counEack=countac 
case R E L _ c 6 m : strcpy (msg, " R E L 一 C O M " ) 




if (right) { 
s e t C O l o r ( R I G H T一 C O L O R ) ; 




x = x l - 1 1 0 ; • 
> 
settextstyle(2,0,0); 
gprintf Ux,&y/ "%s CR=%d F«%d", msg, cr&0x7f, (cr&0x80)»7); 
y-«2 ; 
switch (calltype) < 




if (setsapi'right) newsapi»30; 
else newsapi«31; ^ ., 
g p r i n t f (fix, & y , " [ S A P I » % d T E I « % d】 " , newsapi^, n e w t e i ) ; 
b r e a k ; >； 




^ int colorsave; 
switch (calltype) { 
case 1: 











U n e ( 1 5 5 , 2 2 0 , 1 5 5 , 3 2 5 ) ; 
line(255,220,255,325); 
U n e ( 5 5 , 2 2 0 , 4 2 0 , 2 2 0 ) ; 
line(470,220,540,220); 
colorsave=getcolor()； 







outtextxy (435,125, "NTl"),. 
setcolor(RED); 
l ine(550,190,560,190); line(590,190,600,190); 
l ine(550,260,560,260)? 













b a r ( 3 2 0 , 3 2 5 , 3 7 0 , 3 7 5 ) 7 
l ine(345,220,345,325); line(55,220,55,325)? 
l i n e ( 1 5 5 , 2 2 0 , 1 5 5 , 3 2 5 ) ? line(255,220,255,325)? 
l i n e ( 5 5 , 2 2 0 , 4 2 0 , 2 2 0 ) ; 
line(470,220,5 4 0 , 2 2 0 ) ; 
colorsave=getcolor(); 
setcolor(BLUE)； outtextxy(45,350,”TE A"); 
outtextxy(145,350,"TE B"); outtextxy(245,350,"TE C")； outtextxy(335,350,"TE D"); 
o u t t e x t x y ( 5 4 5 , 1 0 0 , " E X C H A N G E " ) ; 
setcolor(RED)； 
l i n e < 4 3 0 , 2 0 5 , 4 4 0 , 2 0 5 ) ; 
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